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ABSTRl\CT

'!he perfonrance of the Rhodes 22 GHz radio telesCXlpe and its

illproverrent are discussed in this thesi s.
the Cassegrain antenna were surveyed

'!he :reflector surfaces of

and the surface e=rs minimised,

while the magnitude of thennal and gravitational defomations was
calculated.

'!he design and cperation of the micrcwave front end has

been inproved, and the mixer performance enaracterised.

'!he oontinuurn

and spectral line receivers and their sensitivity are described.

'!he

aperture efficiency, whien has been raised from 0,47 to 0,57, was
deduced fran solar and lunar ooservations and atIrospheric attenuation
neasurements.

'!he antenna beam pattern was also ootained fran the

oose:tVations, with the aid of a carputer program, and is carpa:red to
that predicted for the telescope.

1

'mE 22 GHz TELESCOPE

'!he Rhodes telesoope was designed to be suitable for both

continuum and spectral line neasurerrents.

'!he q;Jerating frequency was

chosen to enable it to be used for a sky survey .t o locate nfM Galactic
water maser emissien souroes, for which the IlUlltichannel spectral line
receiver was built.

'!he oontinuum capability was incOl:porated pri-

marily for the study of objects wi thin the solar system.
Masering occurs when water nolecules in interstellar clouds
are 'punped.' to a high energy state, resulting in a pcpulation inversien

<XIlpared to

the nonnal themal distribution.

'!he transition

fran the higher energy 6 16 state to the 1 = 5
state, where the
23
quantum mmbers refer to the angular rrarentum of the nolecule, is
accrnpanied by mi=ave radiation at a frequency of 22,23508 GHz.
'!he sane transitien, in absOl:ption, is responsible for IlUldl of the
atnospheric attenuation of cosmic signals at this frequency.

'!he

masers are associated particularly with young H II regions and star
fOIlllation (Lo et al., 1975), but also with late M type red dwarf stars
(Schwartz and Barrett, 1970).

'!heir properties have been summarised

by Sullivan (1973) and Haar and Pelling (1975):

they nay be very

intense, up to 80 000 Jy, are variable on a tinescale of weeks, shew
little polarisation, and are frequently associated with OH masers.
Each source nay eJdribit a range of velocities of up to 200 kIn s-1
(Goss et al., 1976) which oorresponds to a frequency range of 15 MIz,
due to the dcpp1er shift.

However the main structure nomally lies

within a range of 1 to 2 MHz, and this defined the 2,5 MHz bandwidth

2

of the spectral line receiver.
the

'!he

Il\3Ser

Pl.l!!p rredlanism is prcbably

excitatioo of H 0 rotatiooal or vihratienal states either by
2

oollisions with H2 rrolecu1es, or by infra-red radiatioo, follCMed by
infra-red emissien and relaxation to the 6

16

state.

'lWo continuum sources visible without long integration tines
are the sun and rrooo.
inferior oonjunction.

Venus also falls into this category when near
In each case thennal radiation is being detected:

fran the solar duu([);'''Phere, the top layer of the lunar surface, and
the venusian atrrosphere.

Sources such as M17 (474 Jy) and Orien

A (295 Jy) (Janssen et al., 1974) would be detectable after several
minutes integration.
'!he telesoope uses aI, 86 m diarreter Cassegrain antenna
(figure 1.1).

Measurerrents of the antenna surface and its ilTproverrent

are described in Chapter tl-Io, while its efficiency and sidelobe levels
are discussed in Chapters five and six.

'!he

I

frent end I micrcMave

detectien system (Chapter three) uses beam- and frequ:ncy-switching for
continuum and spectral line ooservations respectively.

'!he operation

and sensitivity of the two receivers is described in Chapter four, and
Chapter five ccntains details of cbservations.

Finally, progress

nade with the telescope is sumnarised in Chapter seven.
figure
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CHAPTER

'lWO

'IHE ANTENNA

2. 1

Introduction
'!he anterma is a oonventic:nal Cassegrain with a 1,86 m

dianeter 'dish' and a 0,21 m dianeter hypemoloid subreflector (figure
1.1) •

'!he inooming radiation is reoeived by two micrcMave horns, one

axially rrounted and the other displaced laterally in the sane focal
plane.

In this chapter the instrurrents that were built to rreasure the

paraboloid surface in order to increase its accuracy and raise its
efficiency are described.

'!he contour maps obtained are depicted and

the iIlproverrents to the surface enl.lll'erated.
errors were also rreasured.

'!he subreflector surface

Gravitational deformation of the antenna

and the effect of terrperature variations on the fOCUSing were analyzed

to determine whether there could be a significant degradation of the
aperture efficiency.

2.2

Initial Paraboloid M3asurerrents
To ensure ac=ate placing of the micrcMave horns at the

secondary focus the focal length of the paraboloid was rreasured using
a steel beam and steel ruler (figure 2.1) .

'!he beam was clarrped a=ss

opposite corners of the octagonal dish support frarrework , and the depth
at a given radius was neasured by the ruler,which was held in a steel
block with a locking screw.

Readings were taken along eight radii at

50,0 rnn intervals, providing eighteen points per radius.
'!he equation of the paraboloid surface is given by
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r
where r

= radial

2

= 4 fd

2.1

distance to point on paraboloid

f

= focal

d

= paraxial

length

dish centre to surface point distance.

Using this fonnula the Ireasurerrents gave a focal length of 0,704
0,007 m.

±

'lbe large er=r was prinarily dIE to the weight of the

steel beam on the rim further deforming the already distorted dish.

2.3

'lbe necessity for a Paraboloid surface Survey

Initial qJeraticn of the telesOqJe indicated that the aperture efficiency was 1= (secticn 5.8), largely dIE to distortion of
the paraboloid.

'Ibis was caused by the dish being clarrped directly

to the uneven steel octagon

whim

s1Jt¥lrted it.

H=ever the surface

could be adjusted by inserting shirrs under the dish rim at the sixteen
points of oontact with the octagcn.

For a minimal signal loss dIE to

reflector errors the surface should be aoourate to within A /32, or
0,4 rrm; neasurerrents to +
- 0,1 rrm would clearly sh= such errors (Ruze,
1966) •
M=asurenent of large antennas is nonrally carried out by
theodolite and, tape, or photographic survey, or laser- or radarranging, of surface targets (Mar and Lieb=i tz, 1969, pages 57, 136,
172, 195, 228;

Findlay and Payne, 1974).

M=dium-sized antennas are

surveyed by similar Ireans; trolley rrounted depth sensors (Payne et al.,
1976) and tenplates have also been used (Zhuravlev et al., 1966).

For

srrall antennas,tenplates (Ccwles and PaI:ker, 1975) or large machine
tcols are normally used (Findlay, 1971).

Initially a triangulaticn system, s1Jt¥lrted independently of

7

the dish, was suggested by Baart (1975), this being a nechanical analogue of the twin pentaprism nethod of Greve (1975).

2.4

'!he Triangulation Instrurrent
'!he general fonn of the instrurrent is shaNn in figure 2.2.

'lWo

pivots clanped a filOad distance apart an the axially-nounted steel

rod held aluminium bars whose tips were placed together at a point an

the dish surface.

'!he pivot separatien was knaNn, and the lengths of

the bars to the pivot points was neasured, using engraved scales in
=junction with verniers an their holders.

'lhis enabled the horizen-

tal and vertical coordinates of the surface point to be calculated.
A carputer program was written for this pw::pose, which also calculated
the best-fit paraboloid along each radius.

To enable it to rotate the

steel rod was !!Dunted in a bronze blod\: held in two bearings, the housing for which was c1anped to the two Irbeams which nonrally supported
the front end.
Tests of the instrurrent en a flat surface indicated that the
e=rs in each of the three neasured lengths were
these conbined to give a final ac=acy of
acceptable.

:!: 0,2 mn, and that

:!: 0,5 mn, which was un-

An e=r analysis indicated that the ac=acy could be

significantly ilrproved with a !!Dre oonpact and rigid system where
fewer independent neasuremants were needed.
nus led to the ccncept of a rotatable parabolic terrplate,
!!Dunted in an ilrproved fonn of the bearing housing, where only the
perpendicular depth fran the terrplate edge to the dish surface needed
to be neasured.

'!he absolute ac=acy then depended largely on that

of the parabolic tenplate edge, the curvature of which was chosen fran

8
the focal length ootained in previous rreasurerrents.

2.5 '!he Tenplate Measuring System
A CCIlputer program was written to generate the full size
parabola neecled for the teIrplate.

As

o:::nputer-c:cntrolled milling

facilities were not available, the Rhodes ICIr-1901T OOIlpUter was used
to plot the parabola.
ac=acy.

'!his was repeated twice to d1eck the plotting

'!he graph plotter's specified accuracy is

retain this the CCIlputed parabola c:cnsisted of 10
Using the grapw a 1,6

IlI1l

4

:!: 0,1

1lI1l,

and to

points.

thick steel plate was cut and filed

to the oorrect shape, as shcMn in figure 2.3.

'!he teIrplate was held in

a slotted brass rod by seven Allen screws, the taIplate edge being located on the rod's centre-line by two grub-screws.
the parabolic edge was estimated to be within 0,2

'!he r.m.S. e=r on
1lI1l,

and it was correc-

tly positioned laterally to within 0,1 nrn, as rreasured on a large mill.
'!he edge e=r cnly causes a c:cnstant systematic e=r in the rrean

reading at each radius (section 2.7).
Vertical slots were milled in the teIrplate at 50,0 nrn intervals, 10,0 llI1l.from the lCMer edge.

Holes were cut in the outer half

of the terrplate to reduce its mass, bending m:nent about the centreline, and

win4

resistance.

'lhe upper teIrplate edge was strengthened

with a screwed-on steel L-beam.

To oounteJ:balance the tercplate bend-

ing m:nent a 2,2 kg lead mass was rounted on a 0,5 m steel rod fitted
horizontally on tcp of the brass rod.
A Baty D6 dial gauge with an a=acy of 0,01 nrn was used for
clepth rreasurerrent.

'!his was screwed onto an aluminium rounting (fig-

ure 2.4) and fitted with a small steel wheel, of15et to lie with its
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axis bel= the terrplate centreline.

'!he I1Dunting carried a locating

steel bar whim was held in one of the terrplate slots by a backing
plate and lock nut. Accurate vertical positioning with respect to the
terrplate edge was by rreans of a steel triangle whim butted against it.
'!he foroe required to drive the dial gauge was approxiInately l,5N.

'lb

countemalanoe the net bending I\Drrellt of the gauge and its I1Dunting, a
0,33 kg mass was added to the counte.tWeight rod, this being plaoed at
a radial

distanoe half that of the gauge.
An electrical recording system was built using a potentiareter

driven by gears engaged in a spring-loaded

rack I1Dunted above the gauge

shaft extension, but this proved to load the system teo heavily, necessitating a 10 N driving foroe, and was abandoned.
'!he final form of the bearing hOUSing, using two taper bearings ,

is shewn in figures 2.5 and 2.6.

'!he housing was held under the L-beams

by two screws and was levelled by four corner-rcounted screws.

2.6

'!he Paraboloid Suxveys

While the dial gauge I1Dunting design was being finalised the
dish was maJ:ked out at 45

0

intervals and the terrplate installed.

Repeated rreasurerrents were made of the horizontal and vertical terrplate
alignrrent with respect to the dish by rreans of vernier calipers, in
order to centre and level the terrplate accurately.

After corrpletion

of the gauge I1Dunting the dish was maxked out at 50 intervals.

Te!!plate

positioning errors appeared as a sinusoidal variation in the gauge readings, with the maxi.nrum and minimum at cpposite ends of a dish diarreter .
Surfaoe e=rs were indicated by rapid gauge fluctuations on rotation
of the terrplate.
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To inprove the positioning a=acy initial oorrections were

made to the dish surface by altering the shirrs.

After centralisation

of the bearing nounting its support bearrs were clanped to these of the
outer frcnt end housing structure, in order to maximise structural rigidity.

After the final reshimning the residual levelling e=r was

esti..nated to be within

± 0,1

11m

at the maximum radius of 0,90 m.

A

ccnplete dish survey was then undertaken; to maintain awroxilrately
constant coverage per I1Easuring point 516 readings were taken, as sh=
MeasureItEnt tiItE in each survey was about three hours .

in table 2.1.

'!he I1Ean gauge reading and the r.m.s. error in the I1Easure-

ItEnts were calculated at each radius, and the readings were plotted as
deviations fran each I1Ean.

'!he first oontour nap produced from the

survey is depicted in figure 2.7.

As was expected the surface irregu-

larities were ooncentrated around the edge of the dish.
positive e=r was + 1,2
was -1,0

11m

11m

at 180°,

'lhe largest

and the largest negative e=r

at 350°, where the dish surface was visibly damaged.

other

large poSitive peaks occured at 90°, 200° and 270°, and another significant depression was located at 100°.

Fran the

I1Ean readings at

each radius the focal length of the paraboloid was calculated to be
0,697

± 0,001 m.

'!he r.m.s. surface e=r at each radius is shC1Nl'l

as the dashed curve in figure 2.9, and the deviation of the I1Ean reading
Table 2.1

First Survey MeasureItEnt Points

Radius limits (m)

Separation (0)

Points

~r

0,15 to 0,30

20

18

0,35 to 0,55

15

24

0,60 to 0,80

10

36

0,85 and 0,90

5

72

Radius
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at each radius fran the best-fit paraboloid is similarly depicted in
figure 2.10.
Using the oontour map reshinming was carried out at the points
rrentioned above, to increase the surface accuraC¥ further.

As the re-

solution fran points at 50 intervals was not significantly better than
0

that for 10

intervals, subsequent readings at 0,85 and 0,90 m were taken

at the larger interval.

'!he surface was resurveyed and the resulting

oontour map is illustrated in figure 2. 8.
vious map the large peaks at 900

,

0

In cx:rrparison with the pre-

and 2000 were reduced to 0,2 nrn,

180

0,4 nrn and 0,2 nrn respectively and the depressions at 1000 and 350

0

both

decreased to - 0,4 nrn.
It was noticeable that oontours tcwards the dish centre, where

reshi.mning had little effect, were al:rrost identical, indicating good
neasurerrent accuraC¥ and repeatability.

The r.m.s. surface errors and

the deviations of the nean levels fran the best fit paraboloid are shown

in figures 2.9 and 2.10.

'!he inprovenent to the r .m. s. error is clear,

while the deviations shew little change as they are primarily due to
tenplate error.

2.7

'!he revised focal length was 0,696 +
- 0,001 m.

AccuraC¥ of the Surveys
'!he systematic error in the nean level at each radius, due to

tenplate inac=aC¥, was within

± 0,2

nrn, and this fo:med the major con-

tr.ibution to the deviation of the nean surface fran the best fit paraboloid (figure 2.10).

'!he r.m.s. deviation fran the best-fit =ve was

0,20 nrn in the first survey and 0,16 nrn in the seoond;

the peak values

were +
- 0,3 nrn, at 70-80 an radius.
'lhe repeatability of readings indicated that the randcm error
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in the neasurerrents was within:t 0,03 rnn near the dish centre and

:t 0,07 rnn near the rim.

'1hese errors are largely due to residual

structural 'flexure, bearing wcbble, and paint surface roughness.
'Ihe first two factors increase linearly with the radial distance, and

are the cause of the doubled error at the dish edge.
Tenperature variations during the neasurerrents are responsible for a further systematic error which affects the calculated focal
length.

A detailed discussion of the errors is given in appendix 2a.

It was ooncluded that, to a first approximation, the lateral and vertical e:xpansion of the dish and the lateral tenplatee:xpansion were selfoorrpensating, leaving a residual error due to vertical el<pansion of the
tenplate.

This anounted to a differential vof 0,0035 rnn K- l between

the tenplate centre and edge.

Using equation 2. 1, r2

=

4 fd, a small

apparent dlange v in d at a radius of 0,9 m causes a dlange

<p

in the

calculated focal length f of
<p

c

4 ~/(r2 - 4 vf)

= 0,01

rnn K

-1

2.2

•

This is cn1y significant for terrperature changes of 10K or
nore.
'Ihe tenplate system used by Zhuravlev et al. (1966) on a

15 m paraboloid resulted in a surface ac=acy of +
- 0,75

nIn,

while

that used by (:a.;les and Parlcer (1975) on a 2 . 8 m dish was capable of
neasuring to :t 0,3 rnn, an ac=acy similar to that achieved here.

2.8 SU!lII\a!Y of Inprovenents to the Paraboloid.
'Ihe 0,9 m radius dish profiles, where the surface errors are

largest, have been plotted in figure 2. 11 for different stages in the
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use of the telesc:cpe.

The la<rest profile shows the approxilrate contour

imrediately after the dish was ItD1.U1ted, when it was clanped directly to
its support frarrewo:rk;

the r.m.s. e=r

\'ias

2,2

t!II\.

'!'he secona (.,'urve

illustrates the approxirrate profile after sare reshimning had been carried out, during initial telesc:cpe q:>erations;
error was 0,85 rnn.

the corresponding r.m.s.

The third cca1tour was cbtained during the first

survey, the r .m. s. e=r being 0,44 rnn, and the last profile was neasured in ·the second survey, after final reshirnning, the r.m.s. e=r having
been reduced to 0 ,28 rnn.

The correspondence of najor features between

each of the profiles is easily seen;

through adjustnent of the dish rim

its r.m.s. e=r has been reduced by alItDst one nagnitude.

The effect

of the surface e=rs on the antenna efficiency has been calculated in
section 6.7.

2.9

The Subreflector
The design and nanufacture of the hyperboloid subreflector for

the Cassegrain antenna has been described by Nunn (1974) page 40;

it has

a dianeter of 0,21 m and is located 0,53 m fran the aperture plane of
the primary hom.

The siIrple paraboloid a;ruivalent of this Cassegrain

system would have a focal length of 4,35 m.

The first subreflector was distorted by inadvertent overheating;

the nanufacture of a seoond was supervised by this author and

has been used for all telescopic ooservations.

The hyperboloid surface

was dlecked folloo.ng the initial operation of the telesc:cpe.

The sub-

reflector was supported in a lathe and rotated slcMly while a dial gauge,
fitted with the wheel used for the dish neasurenents, was held in oontact
with its surface.

The gauge was ItDunted in the tool-holding section of

•

the lathe and was positioned by neans of the =trol wheels on the holder.
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Figure 2.12 depicts the theoretical hype:rboloid surface and
the neasured deviations fran this surface, magnified one-hundred fold.
The systercatic departure fran the calculated surface is apparent; the
maximum deviation is 0,25 rrm and the r.m.s. deviation 0,14

random surface error at each radius was typically

± 0,05

The

ImI.

ImI.

The

systercatic neasurenent tolerances are sh= as error bars in the
figure.

2 . 10

Gravitational Defomation of the Antenna
'!he paraboloid surface was c:ptimised with the antenna in the

vertical position, and without the subreflector and its supports
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I t is of interest to see whether the surface a=acy is

installed.

maintained at all elevation angles and over a range of operating temperatures.
'lbere are three principal gravitational effects, which are
o::nsidered separately.
(a)

'lbese are:

deflection of the paraboloid surface under its a-m weight at
vaxying elevations;

(b)

deformaticn of the large octagon supporting the paraboloid by the
subreflectDr llDunting;

(c)

lateral llDverrent of the swreflector at vaxying elevations.
'lbe folla-dng analysis is not rigorous, but is intended to

find the probable magnitude of these effects.

(a)

'lbe paraboloid is supported at its rim only;

when

the antenna

is pointing at the zenith, the dish centre sags with respect to
the rim by an allDunt 6v.

When the telesccpe is pointing at the hori-

zon, the bending llDrrent of the antenna about its support bearings
causes it to flex damlwards, by an arrcunt

6h.

The general fornUlla

for the deflection Il at any zenith angle z is then given by Hadlenberg
et al. (1973) as
Il

= 6v

(1 - sin z) + oh oos z

2.3

By rreasurerrent of the separation of the dish centre and front

end housing in the vertical and horizontal positions, 6v was found to
be 0,2 rrrn.

'!his causes a change in focal length of 0,5 rrrn.
'!he value of 6h cannot be rreasured directly, but its awroxi-
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mate magnitude can be calculated.

It is shcMl. in appendix 2b that

deformation of the frarrework supporting the antenna (figure 2.l3) is
by bending of stnlctural rrenbers and not by a change in their l.eilgth.
Further, all jOints in the paraboloid support franework are welded,
and so to a first approximation joint angles will not alter.
Following the nethod of Duncan (1949) pages 151-78, the deflection d of a beam of length L, fixed at one end, by a perpendicular
force W on its free end is given by
d

where E
I

= WL 3/3EI

= Young's
= m:::ment

2.4

I!Ddulus
of inertia of the beam cross-section.

However if the beam end to which the force is applied is oonstrained to
be parallel to the fixed end, the deflection is given by
d

= W L3/24

EI

2.5

The deflections being considered here occur where a support
beam from the small octagon is joined to a large octagon corner
(labelled a to h in figure 2.l3) •

The bending I1Dnent at each oomer

then occurs in three beans si.rm.lltaneously.

The relationship giving

the deflection of eadl is internediate between the two cases discussed
above, as the joint can twist slightly to minilnise the overall strain.
Consequantly the gearetric nean of the t\..u values has been used, or
d

= WL 3/10

EI

2.6

for eadl beam.
I f the antenna is at an angle z to the zenith its weight W

is not directly over its support bearings but has a OOI1pOnent W oos z
tcMards the bearings and W sin z normal to the antenna axis.

This
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bending m:ment causes the deflection of the antenna axis (figure 2.14),
with little distortion of the large octagon or dish.

When pointing at

the horizori the weight is carried equally by each of the octagoa supports ;
the deflection

lih is approxilnate1y

3
Iih=WL /80EI

= 0,7

2.7

nm

'lhis corresponds to an antenna axis tilt of 2 araninutes .
'Ihe dish and structure weight causes an elevation dependent

paraboloid surfaoe deflection which affects the focal length and antenna
pointing.

'Ihe occurenoe of this is well kn= in large antennas

(Mar and LiebcMi.tz, 1969, pages 140-1, 190- 7, 232-4).

(b)

'Ihe defomation caused by the weight of the subreflector and its

supports is also elevation dependent.

As bending of the support

frane is preferred to a:npression or extension, in any defonnation the
length of each octagon ann does not alter.

I f one of the comer jOints

a to h is depressed by an arrount d, the two octagon arrrs joined there
would tend to stretch (appendix 2c); to oorrpensate for this the joints
on either side are raised, so shortening the arrrs again.

Consequently

a calculated depression d at a joint is approxilnatel y transfo:rned into
a deflection of d/2, and a corresponding elevation of d/4 of i ts neighbouring joints.
When the antenna axis is vertical (figure 2 . 15) the weight of
the subreflector and its supports acts equally on four of the octagon
joints.

At each jOint the load is spread over three allrost equally

long bars, and its line of action is nearly nomal to all three .

For

an isolated comer joint the deflection is given by one third of the
valle for a single beam, in equation 2.6, or

25
d

= wr. 3/30
= 0,2

2. 8

EI

Iml

where W = subreflector structure weight/4.
Using the result above, the SUfPOrt joints are actually depressed
0,1

Iml,

and the intemediate joints raised 0,1

Iml.

I f the antenna is pointing near the horlzrn approximately

half the weight of the subreflector structure acts an joint a, and
half, in tension, on jOint e.

Using equation 2.8 the deflections at

a and e, as isolated joints, are + 0,4

Iml (UfMards)

at a and -0,4

Iml

at e.

In practice e is depressed 0,2 Iml, and its neighbours raised

0,1

while a is raised 0,2

Iml,

Iml,

and its neighbours depressed 0, 1

Iml

(figure 2.16).

Similar defo:rmation induced by subreflector structures has
been encountered in other antennas.

flexible Pal:kes 64

In

It is noticeable in the relatively

telescope, but was virtually eliminated by the rruch

rrore rigid structure of the N.A.S.A/J.P.L. 64

In

Goldstone antenna (Mar

and Lie]:)a.litz, 1969, pages 141 and 194).

(c)

'!be double quadruped slilreflector structure itself is light and

was designed to resist =rpressive foroes and bending ll'Cl!leI'lts
when pointing aNay f = the zenith.

When the antenna is nearly horl-

:altal, as in figure 2.16, the subreflector is rroved laterally less than
0,04

Iml

due to carpressian of the structure under its

shift of 0,2

Iml

CMn

weight, but a

is introduced by the defo:rmation of the large octagon as

described above.
In sUImary, gravitational defo:rmation of the telesoope causes
variations in the focal length and pointing direction;

i t introduces
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an additional surface e=r around the dish rim, and causes a lateral
noticn of the subreflector.

2.11 '!hemal Effects on the Antenna
'!he c:perating tenperature of the antenna lies between OoC
0

and 40 C.

'lhenral expansion causes a defocusing of the antenna, due

to a change in shape of the paraboloid and to axial IlOtion of the subreflector relative to the dish.
The antenna was focused when at a tenperature of awroximately
200 C.

In the folladng calculations a 20 degree tenperature rise is

ass1.med in order to find the maxi.roum defocusing effect.

A tenperature

change t in an ooject of length L and coefficient of elCpansion

causes

CI

a change in length e given by
2.9

e=ClLt

'!he caefficients for steel and aluminium are given by Bolz and Tuve
(1973) page

118, as

"Fe = 12

-6

x 10

-1

K

and ClA1

= 25

x 10

-6

'!he paraboloid depth of 0,30 m will increase by tid
(figure 2.17), while its radius increases by t.r
0

dish edge is at 30

= 0,48

nm.

-1

K

.

= 0,15

nm

As the

to the aperture plane, at a given radius near the
0

rim the surface will appear to be l.cMered by t.r tan 30

result in appendix 2a, or 0,28 nm.

shall~r.

using the

'!he differential change in depth

between the dish centre and rim is then
the paraboloid nCM being

,

0,15 - 0,28 nm or -0,13 nm,

Using equation 2.2 this ccrresponds

to an increase Ilf in the focal length of 0,32 nm.
The axial position of the subreflector is governed by two
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support

expansion

fjgu,e 2 .17

THERMAL

ANTENNA

DEFORMATION

ocrrpeting effects: the expansion of its support rods, which raises it,
and the expansion of the large octagon, which lCMers it.
'!he subreflector supports are at 25° to the octagon plane .

A

net el!pansion l',l of the supports increases the subreflector height by
t,h, where

2.10
'!he net expansion l',l is the actual support el!pansion, minus the apparent

=traction due to expansion of the large octagon .
Support expansion = Is

il

Al

Apparent rontraction = roct

...

t,h

=t

oosec 25° (Is

= 0,56

Al - roct

il

ilPe

t

ilPe t

sec 25°

sec 25°)

2.11

mn.

The effect of this IlOtion is partly offset by the increased
focal length of the paraboloid due to its thermal el!pansion .

The net

28
apparent IroVeIlEIlt liz of the subreflector relative to the new focal
point is
LIZ

= 6h '" lid
= 0,4 mn

T

lIf

2.1:':

As this is well wi thin the range of the subreflector focusing

e=r (secticn 6.7), there should be no appreciable effect on antenna
performance when doserving extended sources.
'Ihennal affects have been noted in large antennas (Mar and

Liebo.-iitz, 1969, pages 172, 190, 238), the main result being defocusing
as considered above.

As the Rhodes antenna consists of a single piece

of spun aluminium, it should not suffer fran the differential heating
effects also seen in large antennas where the surface is made of many
separate panels.
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CHAPTER

THREE

'!HE FOCNl' END

3 .1

Introduction
In the 'front end' mi=ave section the 22 GHz radiation

fran the antenna is oonverted to an intenrediate frequency (i. f.) signal,
which is anplified and carried by cable to the receivers.
For oontinuum observaticns beam switching is used, whim is
cbtained by roaans of an en-source primaIy ho:m feed and an off-source
reference ho:m.
95 Hz.

'll1e mixer input is switd1ed between the two beans at

An altemative roathod of beam switching is

to nod the sub-

reflector (Slobin et al., 1970), but this has the disadvantage that it
is slaNer than the electronic roathod, the q>t:imJm switch frequency
being 100 Hz or rrore (Kraus, 1966, page 249) •

'll1e basic front end

design is similar to that in use at Hat Creek (Wrixon et al . , 1971),
which, hCMever, has an additional microwave switch to allaN for dual
beam use or switching against a matmed load.
For spectral line observations only the primary beam is used,
the signal being detected by the standard roathod of frequency switching

anto, and off, the spectral line.

3.2

General Description of the Front End
'll1e first front end layout is sha.rn in figure 3.1.

waveguide supports have been omitted.

For clarity,

The microwave oorrponents were

llD\mted on one side of an aluminium plate, the reverse side carrying the
pa.rer supplies and i. f. anplifiers.
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'lbe two pyramidal horns were superinposed, giving a beam

separation of 0,6

0

,

or 1,3 beanwidths, in the vertical plane.

The

waveguide from the horns passed through the central hole in the paraboloid into the waterprcofed front end housing between the antenna
support

amE.

Local oscillator (1.0.) power was provided by a Gurm

diode, nedlanically or electrooedlanically tuned.
coarse tuned

The latter is

by adjusting the resonant cavity size; fine tuning is by

vaxying the D. C. voltage applied to the varactor diode, whidl alters
the capacitance of the rescnant circuit (Joshi and Cornick, 1973).

For

line woIl< it is locked to a particular frequency by a Sage coherent
micrcwave oscillator syndlroniser, or 'lock-box',
was nounted on an adjacent coupler.

the mixer for whidl

A waverreter and diode detector

were used to find the local oscillator frequency, while a thermistor
could be nounted in place of the normal terminating matdled load, for
neasurerrent of the 1.0. power output.

Calibraticn of the system was

carried out with an Argcn gas disdlarge tube, or 'noise tube' , whidl
provides white noise equivalent to a kn= te!lperature, coupled to
the primary feed.
'lbe mixer receives mic:rcwave signals via a magic-T junction .
The signal fran the feed ccnnected via the switdl enters the E-plane

arm, and that fran the 1.0 . the H-plane arm.

~

Sdlottky diodes act

as detectors, in a push-pull arrangenent, in which the 1.0. noise is
out of phase and gives no output, while the signal from the antenna is
inphase and is detected (Collin, 1970, page 286).

'!be output is the

difference frequency between the 1. o. and input signals, and is anplified
by an Lf. anplifier with a 10-110 MHz pass-band inoorporated into the

mixer nount.

The Lf. signal is passed to a wideband arrplifier for

the continuum receiver, or a narra-lband anplifier for the spectral
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line receiver.

3.3

Chly the fonrer system has been used cperationally.

Continuum StWies
The mixer input is switdled between the priIrary (figure 3 . 2a)

and referenoe (figure 3.2c) beams, at a frequency of 95 Hz.
souroe

p~

The on-

beam sees both the sky and source radiation, while the

off-source beam cnly sees sky radiation.

Both sidebands on either

side of the local oscillator frequency (figures 3.2b and d) cont.r:il:lute
to the observed signal (figure 3.2e), and the double-sideband noise
teIrperature of the mixer is applicable in detennining the reoeiver
sensitivity (section 4.4).

The signals are detected syndlrcnously in

the continuum reoeiver (section 4.1), so that only the differenoe
between the two, due to the souroe radiation, is integrated.

3.4

Spectral Line StWies
Chly the priIrary beam is used for spectral line ooservations

(figure 3.3a).

The 95 Hz signal is nOll used to switdl the local

oscillator frequency so that the spectrum is c:bserved every half cycle.
The signal is normally buried in the noise and is only detectable on
integration.

The noise, being ranclan, has equal positive and negative

fluctuations which oanoel out when integrated over a period of t:irre,
leaving only the signal, whidl is positive and in phase with the switch ,
for synd1ronous detection in the receiver dlannels.
The Gunn diode local oscillator is lCld<ed 30 MHz, the oentre

frequency of the spectral line reoeiver channels (section 4.2), belCM
the expected maser frequency (figure 3.3b) .

This is doppler shifted

<May fran 22,235 GHz due to the relative source-Earth notion.

The Sage

lodt-box ooopares the 1.0. frequency with that of an harnonic of an
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internal cJ:Ystal oscillator.

'!he CXlllparator sUWlies a correction

voltage proportional to the phase differenCE between the two signals
to the varactor diode in the Gunn diode IlDl.lnt.

In order that no

spectral Signal is seen fran the sourCE during the second half of the
switch cycle, a voltage is applied to the varactor diode to alter the
1.0. frequency so that the spectrum no longer falls within the passband

of the receiver channels (figure 3.3c).
state.

'!he Gunn is not locked in this

lhe signal passes to a narra.-iband anplifier (figure 3. 3d) , and

is distributed to the receiver channels.

3.5

'!he Initial Front End Layout
'lbe criteria which detenrdned the cxnponents to be used in

the actual layout, while incorporating the operating principles described above, are listed be1.c::M.
(a)

'!he space available for the front end was 0,50 x 0,33 x 0,15

In,

the mi=ave conponents being IlDunted on one side of the baseplate.
(b)

SpeCific signal levels were required for the mixer, lock-box

mixer, thermistor, and fran the noise tube.
tions are listed in awendix 3a.

'!he COIlJ?Onent specifica-

'!he mixer required 2 nW 1.0. pc:1Ner;

however early tests indicated that 0,25 nWwas optiImlrn (Mutch, 1975,
page 22).

To ootain this with the L or S Varian Gunn diodes a 20 dB

coupler and 5 dB fixed attenuator were used.

'!he lock-box mixer

required between 0 and -30 dBm 1.0. pcMer, ootained with a 20 dB
coupler; locking performance was rrarginal with a 30 dB coupler.

The

thermistor's maximJrn permitted continuous pcMer level was 10 nW, the
input 1.0. power being kept belCM this level with a 10 dB attenuator.
'!he noise tube has a specified excess noise ratio (mR) of 16,4

± 0,2

dB
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(Olsen, 1971).

If TG is the effective noise tenperature of the tube,

and the standard tenperature To

= 290

K, then from Kraus (1966 ) page

286
ENR

or TG

=

(TG - TO) I TO

= 12950

3.1

+
- 600 K.

As observed tenperatures are nonnally less than 100 K, excepting that of
the sun, a 20 dB coupler was used to feed the calibration signal into
the waveguide between the primaJ:y hom and switch.
(c)

ihe dual-beam feed used 20 dB gain pyramidal horns, which were the

highest gain horns available.

For weather protection their apex-

tures were covered with sheet mylar, which causes very little mi=ave
attenuation « 0,03 dB).
(d)

Attenuation of the signal between the horns and mixer had to be
minimised to maintain the receiver sensitivity (section 4.4) .

For

a given waveguide cross-section, prc:pagation node, and frequency, the
attenuation is due primarily to the finite conductivity of the wall
material, and is affected by the presence of standing waves, surface
roughness, and any semiconducting film on the rretal walls (Harvey,
1963 , pages 15 and 46) •

'!he waveguide used was WG 20 (or WR 42) ,

prefomed calpOnents were made of silvex-plated copper, and those
made in the workshcp were of brass or copper.

Assuming the surface

roughness to be small in oarparison with the skin depth (of the order
l
of 10- 6 m), the attenuation at 22 GHz is: brass , 0,58 dB m- , silver,
-1

-1

0,37 dB m ,copper, 0,36 dB m

(Skolnik, 1970, page 8-10) .

Oxides

on copper waveguide are noo-conductive and have little effect on attenuation.

H=ever a layer of silver sulphides is fomed if silvex-plated

waveguide is exposed to a co=sive atnosphere, which can increase
attenuation by up to 160 per cent (Harvey, 1963, pages 47-8).
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'!he waveguide used in the rnicrcwave switdl has a slightly
larger internal cross-section, 11,4 x 4,8

I11ll,

than that of the

standard waveguide, for which it is 10,7 x 4,3

I11ll.

'!he VSWR caused

by a srral1 waveguide disccntinuity is given by ~ b 2 / ~ b 1 , where
a and b are the internal waveguide dilrensions (Harvey, 1963, page 63) .
'!his corresponds to a VSWR of 1,07 at the switch,whidl is slightly less
than the neasured valua (table 3.2).

Attenuation also occurs at wave-

guide joints, especially fran a twisting of =rponents.

Consequently

both the length of waveguide used, and the mmber of OOIlpOnents, has to

be minimised.
In order to OOI!plete the layout sone non-standard waveguide

sections were needed.

Straight sections were produced by silver-

soldering flanges, either oornrercial exarrples or worl<:shop rrade substitutes, to the appropriate length of waveguide.
and reflex E-plane bends were also produoed.

A nunber of sinple
Several rranufacturing

rrethods were tried before a successful one was adopted, which

is

described in appendix 3b.

3.6

Early Q?eration of the Front End
'!he frent end was initially bendl tested by detecting the

noise tube calibrator or a heavily attenuated Gunn diode, simulating
continuum and spectral line sources respectively .

Two

nodifications

were rrade to the front end during its early use on the antenna, as a
result of operating experienoe:
(a)

A variable, frequ:mcy- and tenperature-dependent differenoe in
output fran the two beans was found, when both were off-souroe,

when using the Varian S GIllll1 diode as the local oscillator.

This was

attributed to 1.0. signal, with its associated f.m. noise, passing
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through the miJ«:r, which has

> 18 dB isolation between ports, and being

reflected fran the switch and waveguide disccntinuities .

'!he resulting

frequency-dependent standing waves affect the mixer cperation (Benson,
1969, page 478).

'Ihe problem was largely solved by the use of the

Mid-oentury MicrCMavegear (M.M.) Gunn diode, which pres\.ll1ably generates
less f.m. noise.

As the 1.0. frequency is tenperature dependent, front

end thennal control was established by rreans of ten heater elerrents nounted
between asbestos sheets and aluninium plates, with a themrl.stor feedback
oontro1.
(b)

A precision variable attenuator was installed between the noise tube

and ooupler, so that the magnitude of the calibration signal could be
varied as required.

'!he waverreter feedline was also slightly revised .

FollCMing the rebuilding of the irrproved layout, the remaining
problem was that OOIlplete canoellatien of the sky signal could not be
achieved as the two beans were at different elevations.

'!he front end

was renoved in June 1975, to enable the antenna to be noved to a new
site for testing of i ts drive system.

'Ihe opJ:X:lrtunity was taken to

carry out tests en the micrCMave caIpOnents, and in particular to re-

rreasure the mixer tenperature.

Finally the front end was rebuilt to

an iIrproved design.

3.7

Mi=ave CCirponent Testing
'!he insertion loss, isolation, and VSWR of a mmber of can-

ponents was rreasured.

'Ihe Mid-oentury MicrCMavegear Gunn diode and

VSWR rreter were used for these rreasurerrents.

Calibration of the lN26

diode detector ,i n the latter indicated that it was operating as a square
lCM devioe, and was used in oonjunction with a galvanareter .
s\lltIl\al:Y of the rreasurerrents is given in table 3.1.

A

'!he two precision
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Table 3.1

Mi=ave Catpa1ent Performance

CcJrponent

Inserticn Loss (dB)

Isolaticn (dB)

Switch

0,25

22,0

1,07-1,12

Circulator (port 1-2)

0,27

24,0

1,10

Circulator (port 1-3)

0,30

30,0

l,OS

10 dB hom

1,16

15 dB hom

1,10

20 dB hom

1,05

Matched load 250S1

1,01

Matched load 1945

1,03

variable attenuators were also recalibrated.

A newly-aOIUired switch-

able circulator was also tested to find its maximum switch rate:

the

90% rise tine for a square wave signal was 9 ms , and the 90% fall tine
6 ms , precluding its use at 95 Hz.

3.S

Mixer Tenperature Meas\lrelleIlts using the Noise Tube.
'!he double channel mixer noise tenperature had been measured
/

prior to f = t end asserrbly, using the noise tube fed via a variable
attenuator.

Mutch (1975) pages lS-23 cbtained a figure of 600±100 K

using the Y-factor and 3 dB methods.

'!here appear to have been unfor-

seen errors in these meas\lrelleIlts:
(a)

the insertion loss of the attenuators was not allCMed for;

(b)

too high a signal level f:ron the noise tube was used, leading

to mixer non-linearity;
(c)

there was s::rce ccnfusion in the noise tube ENR, 16,07 dB being
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used in place of 16,4 dB.
All mixer tenperature rreasurenents made by this author used
the Y-factor rrethod, the theory of whidl is given be1=.

The micro-

wave switdl was used to inject noise oorresponding to two different
known 1:errperatures into the rni)!E!r.

The mixer Lf. output was anplified

and the power levels oorresponding to the two input tenperatu:res rreasured.
A variable attenuator was used tc set the 1.0. power, in order tc find the
cptirnum level, and the frequency was rreasured using the waverreter.

Kraus (1966), page 260, relates the mi)!E!r noise tenperature
TR to its noise figure F by

3.2
where To

= anbient

tenperature

= 290

K.

If one of the noise sources is a matched load at T , and is switched

o

through to the mixer, the output power indication is

3.3
Attenuation in the waveguide tc the rni)!E!r dces not affect the 1:errperature seen by the mixer as all the waveguide is at To.

If the second

noise source is at a known tenperature T , the mi)!E!r will actually
G
see a 1:errperature Tc' due tc the attenuation L of the signal, and the
output power indication is

3.4
'!he linear Y-factor, or ratio of the two power outputs, is given by
Kraus (1966)page 287 as

A llOdified fonn of the initial front end was used for the
rreasurerrents.

A matched load was rrounted en port 2 of the switdl, to
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Table 3.2

Mixer Perfm:llIanoe as a function of Input Signal
Mini.mJm Mixer Tenp. TR (K)

Input Terrp. Tc (K)

1250

635

900

615

680

585

540

575

490

570

450

590

provide To' and port 1 was connected to a 10 dB directional ooupler,
tenninated in a matched load.

'lhe noise tilie was oonnected to the

ooupled ann via a precision variable attenuator.
was used as the 1.0., at 22,25 GIz.

'lhe Varian

S

Gunn

'lhe tenperature Tc seen by the

mixer was the sum of the attenuated noise tube tenperature, TG

!

L, and

To fran the matched load tenninating the ooupler.
Henoe

3.6

T c =TG!L+T0

rearranging eqn. 3.5

TR

substituting in eqn. 3.6

= (Tc - Y T0 ) !
TR

(Y - 1)

= TG ! L (Y - 1) -T0

3.7
3.8

An HP 8558B spectrum analyzer, initially used to rreasure the

dlange in mixer output, was not sufficiently accurate, and was replaoed
by an HP8471A crystal detector and a Philips microvoltrreter, but this

oc:rrbination suffered from excessive drift.
and HP432A paver rreter were used.

Finally an HP themd.stor

'lWo Alan Industries attenuators,

calibrated at 1 dB and 0,1 dB intervals, were inserted before the
themd.stor, as a check on the latter's linearity.
paver levels were estimated to
~asurerrents

± 0,02

With this system

dB.

were made with T between 1250 K and 450 K, and
c
1.0. paver fran 0,27 to 2,22 nW.
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The

val~s

of TR cbtained at Tc

= 1250

K and 900 K were signi-

ficantly higher than those at lower signal levels, indicating mbrer nonlinearity for Tc > TR (Kraus, 1966, page 287).

The m:i.nimJm measured

mixer 1:enperature at each input tenperature is giveIl in table 3.2 .

The

values of TR cbtained for Tc less than 900 K have been averaged and
plotted against the 1. o. power in figure 3. 4 •
is betweenO, 5 and 0,9 I!W.

The cptimum 1. o. power

Due . to the uncertainty in the noise tube

ENR, the systeIl'atic e=r in the measurements is up to 30 K, while the·
randan e=r is

± 10

K, and that in the 1.0. power,

mixer tenperature fran these measurements is 590 K

± 5%.
:!:

The mean

30 K, at 22 , 25 GHz,

± 0,2

which oorresponds to a double sideband noise figure F of 4,8

3.9

dB.

Detennination of the Mixer Te!!perature using Liquid Air
The conventional

hot/oold load method was used to provide oon-

firmation of the mixer te!tperature independently of the noise tube
measurements.

'!his differed fran the Y-factor method only in replacing

the noise tube with a oold load at a knCM1 tenperature.

The design of

a black-body for use at mi=ave frequ=ncies has been discussed by Carli
(1974) •

Similar principles are used in the design of anechoic c:hanbers

(Enerson, 1973), which errploy arrays of pyramidal caJ:bon-irrpregnated
material.
Tests indicated that c:harooal was a good mi=ave abso:rber,
so a crude black-body was oonstructed by partly filling a large vacuum
flask oontaining small charooal chips with liquid air.

An aluminium

plate with a small aperture for the waveguide fomed the lid.
~ratus,

used as the oold load, is ShCM1 in figure 3.5.

'!his

To avoid

specular reflecticn of room tenperature radiation fran the wavegui&
back up the hom, it was placed at a 45

0

angle and partly imrersed in
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l-blar % Oxygen

Table 3.3

Boiling Point (K)

10

78,2

20

78,9

20,9

79,0

30

79,7

40

80,6

50

81,7

Boiling point of liquid air (Wasbum, 1926 , page 103)

the liquid air, with marooal dlips covering the liquid surface.
'n1e tenperature Tc seen by the mi.:xer is n= the sum of the

attenuated tenperature of the liquid air, TlalL, and the noise ccntribution of the waveguide and switm, To (1 - IlL).

whim, with equation 3.7 gives (Kraus, 1966, page 286)
3.10
'n1e temperature of liquid air does not remain constant, but

rises sl=ly as nitrogen boils off.

'!he boiling point as a functirn of

nolar percentage of oxygen is given in table 3.3, 20,9% corresponding to
the

atno~c

oxygen content.

used in the calculations.
with a nercUJ:Y therrroneter.

A nean tenperature of 80 +
- 1 K was

'n1e matched load terrperature was nnnitored
'n1e VSWR of the hom i.rmersed in the liquid

air was neasured as 1,06, whim, ccnpared to the free space value of 1,05,
indicated little mi.smatm, due to the absorption of radiation from the
waveguide by the charccal.

'!he neasurenents were made over a range of

frequencies, using both the Varian S and Mid-centmy Mi=avegear Gunns,
and also with the circulator installed between the switch and mi.:xer, as
in the final frrn.t end layout (section 3.11).
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'lhe results of the neasurerrents on the three test layouts are

sha-m in figure 3.6.

In each case the 1aorest noise figure occurs near

22,5 GHz, g:Lving the cptilr.um cperating point for continuum ooservations .
'Ihe variation between the =ves is due to the different 1.0. character-

istics and standing waves in the system.
the Varian S Gunn is 22,6 GHz.

'Ihe uwer frequency limit of

'Ihe accuracy of the results may be

s1.lllllarised:
T

+
- 0,02 dB

L

= 0,52

L

= 0,72 +-

rreasured Y = 0,8

= 290

+
- 2 K

without circulator
with circulator

0,02 dB

± 0,02

o

dB

'Ihe resulting error in TR for each rreasurerrent is

± 20

k.

For Sfectra1

line WOD<: at 22,2 GHz, TR fran the three layouts is 570 K, 567 K and

580 K, the ITean being 572

± 7K,

while at 22,5 GHz the correspcnding

figures are 460 K, 530 K and 550 K.

In practice the value obtained

en the final frent end was approximately 550 K at this frequency, at an
cperating temperature of 300 K.
'lhe noise terrperature calculated using the hot/cold load is in

agreerrent with that found by the Y-factor rrethod with the noise tube,
within the limits of error.

3.10

M9asurerrents of the Mixer Paver Output
Ideally, the i. f. output paver of the mixer should be inde-

fendent of the 1.0. frequency when the mimr's signal port is terIPinated
with a matched load at a oonstant temperature.

This is of particular

inportance when frequency switching, as any change in the output might
be inte:rpreted as a signal.

being achieved:

'l.Wo factors prevent this ideal state fran
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(al

the mixer tenperature, ar.d hence its sensitivity, is frequency
dependent;

(bl

standing waves in the system, whidJ. affect the mixer cperation,
are frequency dependent.
For continuum observations, if the front end is not ac=ately

tenp=rature controlled the mixer should not be used where its sensitiv.i.ty
varies rapidly with frequency, as is seen at 21,8 G!z and above 22,6 GHz
in figure 3.6, and operation should be kept at a point where output
variations are small.
To rreasure the mixer output variation with a minimal VSWR, a
matched load with a VSWR of 1,01 was nounted directly on the mixer input.
The resulting dependence is slJa.m in figure 3. 7a;

ananalous behaviour

is visible at 22,15 GHz and above 22,6 GHz, which may be due to standing
waves in the mixer's magic-T.
produced similar results.

A 20 dB gain ho:m nounted on the mixer

Further rreasurenents were carried out on test

versions of the revised front end, incorporating the circulator and with
the horns in the sane horizontal plane.

The mixer output for one such

layout (figure 3. 7b l , whidJ. was subsequently rejected, sha-Is a pronounced
ripple above 22,3 GHz.

~e

results ootained fran the final redesigned

front end are shCMl in figure 3. 7c.

leliable operation should be

possible between 22,2 and 22,6 GHz.
The standard cure for standing wave prOOleIl5 is the inclusion

of an isolator between the mixer and switdJ..

Havever these have a high

insertion loss, of the order of IdB, which would significantly degrade
the receiver sensitivity.

The use of the circulator, which has a laver

insertion loss, 0,27 dB, has proved adequate.
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3.11

'!he Final Frcl'lt End Layout
'!he layout (figure 3.8) was oarpletely revised to incorporate
~e

the m:x1ificaticns and test results described above.

micrcMave

switch was IlDunted so that the homs were connected syrrrretrically, to
ports 2 and 3 instead of 1 and 2, to minimise VSWR differences in the
two feeds which had been noted in the earlier arrangenent.

The circula-

tor was IlDunted between the miJ<er and switch so that the attenuated 1.0.
signal which has passed through the mixer is transmitted to the matched
load cn port 3, the inocming signal passing directly fran port 1 to 2.
'!he local oscillator arm was designed so that either type of
Gunn diode could be IlDunted, a precision variable attenuator being used

to

ootain the oorrect J?C1NElr level.

'!he minimum attenuation between the

1.0. and mixer is 11,4 dB, through the 10 dB coupler.

is nonnally set at 12,0 dB for the Varian S Gunn.

'!he attenuator

'!he mixer is IlDunted

directly on the baseplate, the waveguide to the homs and noise tube
lying in a plane above it.
beanwidths.

'!he beam separation is nOll 2,0

0

,

or 4,4

'!he attenuation between the pr:i.mal:y hom and mixer is

0,70 dB, and between the reference hom and mixer 0,53 dB.

A precision

variable attenuator is IlDunted between the noise tube and 20 dB ooupler
in the line fran the pr:i.mal:y hom.

'!he minirrrum attenuation between

the noise tube and mixer is 22,0 dB, giving a maximum calibration signal
of 80 K, as seen in figures

5.1 and 5.2.

For spectral line calibra-

tions a micr=ave switch capable of 95 Hz operation should be included
in the noise tube line, as the present calibration system requires
beam switching.

Five waveguide sections in the layout were made in the workshcp:

two straights, that to the pr:i.mal:y ho.:t1 having 0,10 dB insertion

loss;

the 1cng reflex bend to the reference hom (0,15 dB 1.1.); the
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reflexbend between the mixer and circulator (0,1 dB i . l.); and the 30
bend to the Gunn diode (0,09 dB 1.1.).

0

'nle Varian Gunns are nounted

en a 90 0 bend with a 20 dB coupler for the Sage miller, but the MidcentUIY Micra-ravegear Gunn is oonnected directly onto the 30

0

bend.

To ensure linear c:peration of the Tranted! i. f. arrplifier,
nounted en the reverse side of the baseplate, an attenuator has been
included after the mixer, and is nonnally set at 5 dB.
Follcwing bend! testing of the frent end, a
in the paraboloid to ac:x:olllli:iiate the reference horn.

n6ll

hole was cut

'nle frarreworl<

supporting the front end was redesigned for greatly increased rigidity
while still providing for noverrent along three perpendicular axes for
antenna alignment.

After asserrbly the antenna was refocused using

the sun as a test source.
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'mE CXJNl'INUUM AND SPEC'l'RAL LINE
~ation

REX:E:IVER)

of the 22 GHz telesa::pe to date has been with the

oontinuum receiver as a bacK end.

Source tracking by the antenna,

which is not yet available, is needed for spectral line
the long integration tines needed at this frequency.

won

CMing to

'!he spectral

line receiver has been used for test c:bservations at 1 = frequencies.
'!he gain rontrol circuits and chart recorder drive described in this

chapter were designed with Way-Jones.

4.1

'!he Continuum Receiver
'!he rontinuum receiver was originally rrounted in the mainfrane

hOUSing the spectral line receiver, ccntrol logic trays, and p::Mer
supplies, but has since been divorced from it to alla-v for simultaneous
spectral line c:bservaticns elsewhere.

Regulators in the receiver tray

oonvert + and - 20 V D.C. to the neoessaxy sUFPly voltages for the
receiver and chart recorder drive housed wi thin the tray.

'!he 95 Hz

switch signal for the front end and receiver is provided by
Beckman 9030 signal generator, and start/stcp

a

buttons in the tray

oonnected to a + 24 V p::Mer sUFPly alla-v for rerrote ccntrol of the front
end noise tli:>e.
A schematic diagram of the continuum receiver is given in
figure 4.1.

'!he 10-110 MHz signal fran the Lf . aJlPlifier (figure

3.2e) is rectified by the diode, and passes through the 95 Hz filter to
an adjustable gain artplifier.

At this point the signal is a 95 Hz

square wave, the magnitude of which corresponds to the difference in
mixer output p::Mer when switching between the two beam;.

During half
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the switch cycle the f.e.t. switch Tl in the phase sensitive detector is

'closed' and grounds the output side of capacitor C ; the input side of
l
Cl is then at the voltage oorresponding to the sky background signal.
During the secnnd half cycle, when Tl is

'open' ,

the input side of C i s

l

at a voltage corresponding to the souros plus background signal and the
output side is nOll at the difference in voltage between the two signal
levels, which is that due to the source alone .
charges up the integrating capacitor

S,

'lhi.s latter voltase

which may be discharged after a

set period by closing the f .e.t. switch T , or l1'aY charge continuously
2
with one of four resistors across it providing RC decay constants of
1, 3, 10 or 20 seconds.

'lhi.s arrangenent for the Variable tine constant

is unsatisfactory in that the gain of the integrating anplifier is

p~

porticnal to the tine canstant, and should be replaced by a fixed resistor
with alternative capacitors .

Integrator drift is controlled by two

potenticrreters giving coarse and fine adjust:nent.

~

integrator (or

detector) voltage is connected to the chart recorder drive, in which two
cp-anps are used to set the scale ranges via a ganged switch, and to

provide a zeroing adjust:nent for the chart recorder.
~

Signal can be llDIlitored continuously on a chart recorder.

Alterna-

tively the integrator output l1'aY be cx:nnected to the llD.lltiplex unit of
the spectral line receiver, where i t is sanpled by a digital vol t:rreter

(section 4.2) •
ReceiVEr tercperature variations cause integrator output drift ;
hOllever an eight hour period in an overnight drift scan on a 1 s tine
constant, without front end or receiver thermal centrol, shotIed a drift
of less than lK.

Te!!perature control is necessary when tirred integra-

tion of the signal is re::JUired.

Cbservations made with the continuum

receiver are described in chapter five.
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4.2

'!he Spectral LIne Receiver
The spectral line receiver oonsists of forty-nine contiguous

dlannels, eadl of 50 kHz bana..n.dth , covering the frequency range fran
28,80 to 31,20 MHz.

The design was optimised for the study of oosrnic

water masers, in conjunction with the 22 GHz front end.

Its operation

with the latter is described bel=.
The 25- 35 MHz RHG 1. f. anplifier output (figure 3. 3d) is
carried to the primary distribution anplifier, of Sll'all overall gain,
whidl passes it to five trays containing ten channels each.

Furt.b=r

distribution anplifiers in the trays supply the signal to eadl channel.
These contain crystal-controlled local oScillators, the signal fran whidl
is mixed with the inCCtl1i.ng 1.f. signal in a dual gate f.e.t.

The

differenoe frequency output is limited by a 25 kHz 1= pass filter,
giving 50 kHz ban&idth centred on the channel 1.0. frequency (figure
3.3e).

As described for the continuum receiver, the signal passes to

an adjustable gain anplifier,

foll~d

by the diode rectifier, filter,

anplifier, fhase sensitive detector, and integrator, which has a reset
f.e.t. only. At the end of a given integration tine the integrator
voltage in eadl dlannel is read sequentially by a digital voltrreter via
a multiplex unit and the integrators are then reset to zero.

The

voltrreter readings are displayed as a histogram on an oscilloscope
(figure 3.3f) and punched out on paper tape or transferred directly to
an an-line CC!Xputer.
'!his author was largely responsible for the construction and
testing of thirty of the spectral line channels and for their experi1rental
use during two ooservation periods at the Hartebeesthoek Radio Astronal\Y
Cbservatory.

The first trial revealed that the distribution anplifiers

were inadequate and they were replaoed by an inIlroved design.

During
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the second period the receiver was used as a back end to the 26 m telescope,

which has a 33 K system tenperature, to ooserve the hydrogen reCOllbination

line at 2272,661 MHz.

Cllservations were also made of Galactic neutral

hydrogen at 1420,405 MHz, using a 1 GHz hom connected to the RHG 1-2 GHz
mixer and prearrplifier (Appendix 4a) •

Only thirty channels were then

availahle, the limited bancMidth preventing adequate baselines for spectra
from being ootained.
Cllservations were made in pairs, with the phase of the switch
signal reversed for

the seoond run.

On

subtracting the two voltages

fran each channel the signal added but the drift voltage cancelled.
Background runs made in the sane way were subtracted fran the on-source
runs, and the signal in each channel was then multiplied bY the normalised
gain of that channel.

A hydrogen reCOIlbination line spectrum obtained

from twenty minutes integration on Orion A is shcMn in figure 4. 2.
Frequency switdling was carried out with an 1.0. frequency difference of
500 kHz so that any spectral Une would appear as two antiphase integrator
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voltage peaks separated by ten dlannels .

'!he frequency resolution i s

rather poor as the channel banCMidth was designed for use at 22 GHz ,
rather than 2,27 GHz, because for a given velocity v of approach or
recession, the frequency shift fiv is proportional to the frequency v
(Kraus, 1966, page 364):

± fiv

=

(+ v)v

Ic

4.1

where C = speed of light.
'!he signal to noise ratio was worse than expected, prcbably due to

interference with the Lf. signal.
'!he remaining twenty channels were carpleted subsequent to the

second set of test cbservations.

'Ib minimise possible Lf. interference

the 95 Hz -switch signal distributicn anplifier was renoved fran the tray

housing the RHG i . f. anplifier and installed in a separate tray.

The

RG 174 50 n cables carrying the Lf. and switch signals to each tray were
replaced by the thicker RG 58 u 50 n cable which has better radiation
shielding.

A 60 to 30 MHz dCMl1converter was installed in the Lf. tray

to all= the Hartebeesthoek 60 -MHz anplifier to be used , this having a
l=er n :lise figure than their 30 MHz anplifier.

4.3

The Automatic Gain Controls
Variations in the signal strength to the spectral line recei ver

are caused by mber and anplifier gain fluctuations and the elevation
dependent antenna teIrperature .

'lhis results in spurious signals in the

receiver if the variation has a 95 Hz conpanent .

'Ib minimise this the

Lf. anplifier output power can be maintained at the optimum operating
level with an automatic gain control (AOC) circuit .

In the continuum

receiver, where the source itself may cause large changes in the i. f .
pcMer levels (up to 6 dB fran the sun) , an AOC has not been used .

'!he
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AG::. s were designed to provide two tine oonstants (T ); one very slaN

carpared to 95 HZ, with a
a

T

of less than 100

noise either

11

T

s.

of 1 s or IlOre, and one fast acting, with
When the signal is oorrpletely buried in

can be used, the fast AG::. oorrecting for both rapid

T

and slaN gain variations, but i f the signal is above the noise level
the slaN AG::. nrust be used to prevent loss of signal through the AOC
action.
'llle RHG Lf. anplifier has a facility for an AG::. circuit.
An AG::. output provides a D.C. voltage derived fran the Lf. p:JWer level,

and an AOC input into which a D.C. voltage rray be fed to oontrol the
anplifier gain.

'lllere is also a rranual gain oontrol and an Afl£ delay,

the forner nonnally being set for rnax:i.mum gain and the latter for
mi.nimJm delay.

'!he first AG::. designed for the anplifier (figure 4.3) used a
2,2

Mn

resistor with a capacitor to earth for a siIrple RC tine oonstant.

Two slaN tine oonstants of approxilnately 5 s and 2 s were provided by
2,2 Il F and 1

)J

F capacitors, and the fast tine oonstant was cbtained

with the switd:t open, using the circuit capacitance.
buffer anplifier to provide the necessary current.
switd:t is in parallel with a

The 741

oP"-alIp

is a

The rranual on/off

GB 814 A electronic switd:t, operated by a

Tl'L signal via the BC 107 transistor driver, for reIlOte oontrol.

'llle

output is connected by an AG::. select switch to the Afl£ input of the
RIG anplifier.
FollaNing the operation of the receiver at Hartebeesthoek it
was decided that the effects of passband shape change with 1.0. frequency,
or of 1. f. passband ripple, might be better oontrolled by an AOC responding rnly to the . banoodth oovered by the spectral line channels.

·This

uses one 1. f. output from the primary distribution anplifier, of
2,5 MHz half

p:JWer

banoodth.

'!he Lf. signal passes through a D.C.
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isolating capacitor with a 51 n

resistor for

:iJ1pedance matching and

is rectified by an 0A95 germanium diode (figure 4.4).
to earth in conjunction with the 100 k S'l
and slav tirre ccnstants.

'IWo capacitors

resistor provide the fast

The D.C. output is anplified by an adjustable

gain 741 cp-anp to set the required output level for the RHG anplifier .
The 33 pF capacitor prevents high frequency oscillations .

Perfonnance of the circuits has been verified by ooserving
the output of the RHG anplifier with a spectrum analyzer while the Lf.

input was alternated between blo paver levels at 95 Hz by a switchable
attenuator in the Lf. line.

4.4.

The System Sensitivity
'lhe sensitivity of the receivers, expressed as the min.i.rm.Im

detectable tenperature, is primarily detennined by the system terrperature
and predetection signal banOddth.

The continuum receiver detects the

signal in both mixer Lf. sidebands of 100 MHz banOddth , but in each
50 kHz bandwidth spectral line channel the signal occurs in only one
sideband.

The system terrperature Tsys (Kraus, 1966, page 240) is the

sum of the antenna temperature TA and the effective receiver temperature
T Rl':

4.2
The antenna terrperature TA consists primarily of the sky
terrperature, which is 30 K or IlDre, while the effective receiver
tenperature TRI' is given by

4.3
where To = terrperature of front end (300 K)
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L1 = primaJ::y hom to mixer attenuation (0,70 dB)

TR = effective mixer tenperature.
~ rni.n:iroum detectable t.enperature (:, Trnin is gi veIl by Kraus

(1966) page 102 as

(:,Tmin
where

= l\;

Tsy/ fAv

l\; = sensi tivity

tn)~

4.4

constant of reoei ver

= predetection band.ddth

(:,v
t

= postdetection

n

= nunber

integration tirre

of reoords averaged

CMing to the beam- or frequency-switching the signal is seen half the
tirre, with square wave rrodulation, so the sensitivity is half what it

would be i f the signal were seen continuously.

Calsequently the

minimum detectable t.enperature is double that for continuous detection,
andK =2.
S
For the continuun reoeiver the double sideband mixer terrperature TR

= 570

then TRl'

= 720

K at 22,2 rnz (C1apter three).
K

and Tsys ;;. 750 K
(:,v

= 100

MHz

hence (:, T
;'
rnin

0,15/ (tn) ~ K

4.5

For the spectral line reoei ver the single sideband mixer
terrperature TR = 1140
then

TRl' = 1390

and Tsys ;;.
(:,v

hence

1420

K

at 22,2 rnz

K
K

= 50 kHz

Tmin ;;. 12,7/ (tn) ~

K

4.6
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The figure for the rnini.m.mI detectabl e tenperature (:" Troin may be

checked in practice as (:" Tmin is equivalent to the r .m.s. system noise
tenperature T
, which is approximately one third of the peak to peak
nns
tenperature fluctuations such as are exhibited by the oontinuum receiver
in figure5.4.

The peak fluctuation with a one seoond decay oonstant

on the integrator is 0,5 K, giving Tnns

= 0,17

K, in good agreenent with

the figure of 0,15 K calallated frcm equation 4.5.
The min:i.m.Jm detectable flux density

frcm

(:" Sroin may be calculated

Troin as (Kraus, 1966, page 99)
Smin

where k

e:ap

=2

4.7

klI Tmin / e: ap Ap

=

BoltZ!lal1l1's ~tant (1,38 x 10-23 JK-l)

=

aperture efficiency (0,57: section 5.11)

Ae =

2

physical antenna area (2,7 m )

The minillrum flux detectable by the oontinuum receiver is then

(:" s.
~
nun

270 /

(tn)~

Jy

4.8

and by the spectral line receiver
(:" Sroin ;;.
(1 Jy

=1

Jansky

23000 / (tn) ~

= 10- 26

Jy

4.9

Wm- 2 Hz-I)

For a single ten minute spectral line ooservation the minillrum
detectable flux is approximately 1000 Jy, which is typical of the intensity of a n\lllber of stronger water masers.

The strongest observed

features (in W49) reach 80 000 Jy.
'lhe calculations above assurre that atnospheric turbulence
does not affect viewing, and do not all= for the increasing atnospheric
attenuation with zenith angle (section 5.4 ).
obtained are regarded as an upper limit on

Consequently the results
system sensi tivi ty .
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5.1

WIlli

FIVE

THE TELESo)PE

Introduction
Cbservations of the sun and m:x::n were carried out with the

aim of deducing the aperture efficiency of the telesrope.

Precise

knodedge of the solar and lunar terrperatures at 22 GHz is necessary for
an a=ate detennination of the efficiency.

They have been Ireasured

extensively in the past, but there remains a relatively large uncertainty
as to their correct values.

A discussion is given on the sky terrpera-

ture and atrrospheri.c attenuation at this frequency, which can cause a
considerable reduction in signal strength;

Ireasurerrents of the attenua-

tion made folloo.ng the front end reconstruction are conpared to the
predicted values.

The attenuation is due primarily to the pressure-

broadened water vapour absOl:ptian l:in: at 22 GHz, the intensity of which
depends an the water vapour content and air terrperature .

The ooservatian theory is derived, enabling the antenna terrpera-

ture dIE to the source to be calculated from the output of the continuum
receiver.

'Ibis includes the corrections for factors such as the finite

source size and the atnospheric attenuation.

'll1e aperture efficiency

is then the ratio of the corrected observed source antenna terrperature to
the eJCpected source terrperature.

Solar and lunar observations were made

both before and after the front end reconstruction and antenna refiguring,
and the aperture efficiency was calculated for both cases.

Sky terrpera-

tures were Ireasured during the later ooservatians to enable the atnospheric
attenuation factor to be calculated each tirre.
resulting aperture efficiencies are surnnarised.

In the final section the
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5.2

'lhe Predicted Solar Tenperature at 22 GHz
'lhe solar terrperature at a given frequency in the micravave

band shavs little variation in the absence of flares.

A sumnary of

past rreasurerrents of the solar terrperature at or near 22 GHz is given
in table 5.1.

'lhe terrperature starts to decrease fairly rapidly as a

function of frequency above 25 GHz (ShiIPabukuro and Stacey, 1968), but
this is masked by the errors in the rreasurerrents over the range shown.
A rrean terrperature of 10250

± 900

K was used in the calculations for

the aperture efficiency on the basis of the qooted results.

'lhe quiet sun may be regarded as a nearly unifonn disc source
at 22 GHz, !leasured fluctuations being less then 90 K (FUrst et al.,
1974) •

'lhe sane authors shaved that the small linb-brightening effect

which had been predicted does not occur.

Elzner (1976) suggests that

this is primarily due to the presence of relatively cool spicules at
6000 K to 7500 K in the 10000 K chrarosphere, which is that part of the
sun cbserved at this frequency.

Spatial fine structure has been

cbserved in the solar emission (Kundu and Velusanty, 1974) and is
probably associated with spicules.

This structure would not be seen

by the relatively broad beam of the Rhodes telesccpe .

HcMever solar

flares may be ve:ry intense, and would be visible, as these are normally
rronitored by widebearn solar patrol antennas (Castelli et al. , 1974) .
Wrixon and Hogg (1971) estimated that the slavly va:rying ccnp:ment of

the solar emission prcbably contributes less than 1% to the solar flux

at this frequency.

'lheir rreasurerrents also indicated that the dianeter

of the radio sun exceeds the optical dianeter by 3,1% at 16 GHz and
2,1% at 30 GHz.
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Frequency (GHz)
16,0

12005

16,7

9800

21,0

10800

22,0

11000

22,7

:t

300

Author
Wrixon and Hogg (1971)
FUrst et al.

(1974)

9700

:t
:t
:t

600

Efanov and fuiseev

23,4

10700

:t

700

Staelin et al.

25,0

8900

30,0

10479

Table 5.1

5.3

'I'errperature (K)

700

Staelin et al. (1968)

700

"

FUrst et al.

:t

Solar Terrperature

300

(1971)

(1968)
(1974)

Wrixon and Hogg

(1971)

~asurerrents

'!he Predicted Lunar Tenperature and its Variation at 22 GHz

'lbe

IlDOll.

behaves like a near-black body whose terrperature

varies with its phase as the surface heats and =ls during the long lunar

day.

The {ilase variation of the mi=ave terrperature lags behind the

optical {ilase due to the thennal tine constant of the lunar surface .
TheOl:Y and ooservations both indicate that the !lean terrpera-

ture TC at the centre of the lunar disc decreases with increasing frequency.
Linsky (1973) proposed a theoretical value for TC of 240

± 10

K at 22 GHz,

predicting an enhancerrent of TC centred an a frequency of 30 GHz.
vations do not appear to have oonfirrred this.

Cbser-

'lbose sumnarised by Hagfors

(1971) give the centre of disc terrperature TC as 220 K at 22 GHz, and the
!lean disc terrperature T , averaged over the visible face of the n=n, as
d
205 K, as there is linb-darkening due to the rough lunar surface.
Krotikov and Schuko (1965) suggested that the !lean disc terrperature Td is
ooserved i f the beanwidth is greater than 40'.

That of the Rhodes

telescope is 27' and so the observed terrperature is weighted ta-;ards the
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centre of disc value and should lie between TC and T •
d

'!his !lean terrpera-

ture has been taken as 210 K.
'Ihe surfaoe terrperature varies sinusoidally with the lunar [hase.
The range of the variation is approximately 15% of the !lean terrperature, or

+

0

30 K, and the lag behind the optical phase is 35 - 10

(Hagfors, 1971). 'Ihe

lunar terrperature at 22 GHz is then giveIl by
Tn

= 210

for the n-th day in the lunar cycle.

± 10

K.

5.1

- 15 cos (12,86 n - 35) K

The accuracy is of the order of

The terrperature variation fran equation 5.1, used in calculations

for the aperture efficiency, is shown graphically in figure 5.1.

5.4

Atnos[heric Attenuation Theory at 22 GHz
At 22 GHz atnos[heric attenuation is largely due to water vapour,

with a small contribution from
a theoretical

o~gen.

The subject has been reviewed fran

viewpoint by Staelin (1966, 1969), and the effects of clouds

and rain have been discussed by Haroules and Brown (1969).
Crane (1971) has calculated the zenith attenuation in the absenoe
of water vapour to be 0,03 dB, and with a saturated atnosphere to be 2,0 dB,
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with a rrean value of 0,30 dB.

The attenuation range at any site would

be affected by its altitude above sea level and the atrrospheric terrperature and humidity profiles.

Frcrn observatirns Sullivan (1971) obtained

an enpirical relationship between the optical depth

T

of the atrrosphere

and the water vapour density p in gm- \
T

= 0,03

+ 0,01 p

5. 2

lhe nest CCIIplete set of rreasurerrents has been made by Fogarty (1975) at

Itapetinga, Brazil, who found that the clear sky zenith attenuation varied
fram 0,2 to 2,6 dB.
lhe antenna terrperature. Tsky due to the atrrospheric water vapour

at a rrean terrperature Tat is given by
Tsky

= Tat

= angle

where z

(1 - eJ<P (-

T

5.3

sec z))

fran zenith.

lhe sky may be regarded as a passive attenuator so that

5.4
where L

at

= eJ<P

T sec z

= atnospheric

Hence i f Tsky is rreasured and Tat is
may be calculated.

attenuation (O'Brien et al., 1972).

kn=,

the atrrospheric attenuation

This author has used a rrean figure for Tat of

280 K (Fogarty, 1975), in the absence of radiosonde rreasurerrents.
The standard rrethod for determining the sky terrperature is to

kn=

CCIIpare

the sky signal with that fram a matched load at a

ture.

In the present case this was carried out by replacing the reference

horn with a matmed load whose tenperature was rreasured.

tenpera-

The microwave

switdl was then either switched manually between the main beam and the
termination, and the Lf. signal levels neasured with a power rreter, or
normal beam-switdling at 95 Hz was used, the continuum receiver output
being m::mi tored on a

mart reoorder.

The first rrethod required the
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mixer tenperature to be ac=ately known, but not the seccnd, where the
chart reccrder trace is calibrated with the noise tube.

A sec:cnd nethod for finding the atJrospheric attenuat.ion i s to
neasure the variation in the cbserved terrperature of a celestial source
as a functicn of elevation (O'Brien et al. 1972) .

The procedure has

been used in reverse by this author, to ccrrect the cbserved source

terrperature after obtaining the atnospheric attenuation by the first
nethod.
The effects of the elevation dependent sky tenperature , and of

atrrospheric turbulence, are oonsiderably reduced i f a

be~switching

system is used, with one beam on-source and the other off-source in an
adjacent area of sky.

'Ibis technique was first described by Conway

(1963) and was developed by Baars (1970).

~timum

use of the technique

is made if the beans are in the sane elevation plane, as the sky tenperature is then the sane in both bearrs.

'Ibis i s obtained with an altazinuth

llDunting when the reference feed horn is displaced horizontally fran the
primary feed, as in the revised front end (section 3.11) .

AtIrospheric Attenuation

5 .5

~asurenents

'!be neasurenents were rrade as described in section 5 . 4, the
sky tenperature being oorrpared to that of a matched load at ani:>ient
The elevation range oovered was nonnally 20

tenperature.

0

to 90

0

,

and Tsky was calculated from equation 5.9 or 5.10 (section 5.6) as
appropriate .

'!be atrrospheric attenuation Lat was found using equation

5. 4 rewritten as
Lat

= Tat I

where Tat

= nean

(Tat - Tsky)
atrrospheric tenperature (280 K assune<l.) .

5.5
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MEASUREMENTS

The lcMest and highest clear sky attenuations rreasured are
shown plotted as a function of elevation in figure 5.2 (curve a and c),

and had zenith attenuations of 0,5 dB and 0,9 dB respectively.

For

cx:tl1J?ariscn the attenuation observed on a heavily overcast day, with
1,5 dB attenuation at zenith, is given in curve d.

The predicted

attenuation of a standard atnosphere obeying the exp (-

T

sec z) zenith

angle factor (section 5.4) is depicted in curve h, using figures fran
Skolnik (1970) page 2-51.

A small departure fran the predicted type

of curve is seen in the rreasurerrents below 30
by trees in the beam sidelobes .

0

elevation, and is caused

At a less dbstructed site this effect

would only be notioeable below about 100 elevation .
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Continuum CiJservation Theory

5.6

ihe i. f. signal fran the mixer is prqx:>rtianal to the micro-

wave tertperature seen by the mixer.

When the primal:y beam is switched

through to the mixer, and is off-source, the mixer sees its a-m effective
tenperature TR, the sky tenperature Tsky attenuated by the waveguide, the
signal fran the waveguide itself at a tercq:Jerature T , and a small signal
o
fran the matched load teIIllinating the unfired noise tube, also at To' seen
through the 20 dB coupler (figure 3. 8).

The off-source primal:y beam tern-

perature is then
5.6
where To

= front

end tenperature

Ll

= attenuation

L2

=

fran primaIy hom to mixer

attenuation fran 20 dB noise tube coupler to mixer.

When the reference hom is switched through to the mixer, the latter

again sees its a-m tenperature, the attenuated sky signal, and that doo
to the waveguide:

5. 7
where L3

= attenuation

fran reference hom to mixer.

ihe small difference between these signals sets the baseline level on

the continuum receiver integrator output, l!DI1itored on the chart
recorder.
A source giving an antenna tenperature TS entering the main
beam increases T1 by TS / L1 , the source tercq:Jerature having previously

been reduced by atnospheric attenuation and the loss in the antenna.
'lhis signal is seen as a departure fran the chart recorder baseline .
Alternatively, i f the noise tube, at a tenperature 'It:;, is

fired, the

tenperature Tl fran the primal:y beam increases by (TG - To> / L4
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(Kraus,1966 , page 289), where L4 is the attenuation fran the noise
tube to the mixer.

For sky attenuaticm rreasw:errents a matched lead at a tenperature Tml replaces the reference hom, and the reference beam terrperature
T3 beaJrres
5.8
I f 95 Hz beam switching is used the change in the integrator output is

proportional to T3 - T , which, rewritten to give the sky terrperature
2
Tsky' be=res
5.9
Altematively, if the power rreter is being used for a rreasw:errent
of the outputs of the two bearrs, T3 is being canpared directly to TI ,
and the sky tenperature becmes

Sky tenperatures were only l!easured

scqle cperation, when L1
L4

= 22,0

5. 7

dB.

= 0,70

during the seocmd period of tele-

dB, L2

= 21,0

dB, L3

= 0,53

dB and

During early obse:t:vations L1 was approxirrately 0,4 dB.

Corrections to Cbse:t:vations for the Aperture Efficiency
'lWo

equivalent rrethods can be used to obtain the aperture

efficiency of the telesoope.

In the first rrethod the real source

tenperature is divided by nurrerical factors to correct for effects sum
as the atIrosIileric attenuaticm and the finite source size, to obtain
the antenna tenperature that would be observed by an ideal antenna.

'!he ratio of the actual antenna tenperature to this predicted value

gives the aperture efficiency.
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Alternatively the cbserved antenna tenperature is multiplied by
the correction factors and the resulting predicted sourre tenperature

divided by the actual s o = tenperature gives the apert.ure efficiency.
'Ihe latter nethod has been follcMed by this author.

The relevant oorre-

ction factors are detailed belcM.
(a)

Finite sourre size.

For solar and lunar ooservations a

correction must be made to the ooserved sourre tenperature to
allow for the finite s o = size.

'Ihis has been analyzed by Baars

(1973) and stutzman and 1<0 (1974).

The nethod of the forner author

gave a value for the actual half-power beanwidth 8 , deduoed fran the
A

observed value 8

0

,

similar

to that expected fran the aperture illumina-

tion (section 6. 7J , while that of the latter authors gave a value for
8 7% sneller than anticipated.
A

'Ihis is unlikely to

oc=

in practire,

as factors reducing the aperture efficiency (section 6.7) cause a broadening of the main beam.

Baars' rrethod has been follatred belcM .

For a disc sourre the observed tercperature is multiplied by a
correction factor K, assuming a Gaussian main-beam shape, such that
K

where x

= x2 I
=R I

(1 - exp (-

2

x ))

5.11

5.12

0,6 8
A

R = sourre radius.

The observed half-pcwer bearrwidth 8

0

is that due to the oonvolution of

the disc sourre with the beam pattern.

The actual half-pc:JNer bearrwidth

8 is given by
A

8 = (8~ - 0,5 In (2) x (2R)2)~
A

5 .13
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(b)

Receiver t:iIre oonstant.

The se=d correction is that for the

decay tilre constant en the integrator, which broadens the observed
beanwidth, and decreases and delays the peak signal.

For the 1

5

and

3 s tine constants the effect is negligible, but for the 10 s tine
oonstant the beam broadening and reduction in peak signal are both
approx:l.m3.tely 1% (Baars, 1973).

Only the 1 s t:iIre oonstant was used in

the later ooservations, so as to have the Slm and

IlDOI'l

recorded Imder

the sane conditions and to prevent saturation of the integrator.

(c)

Waveguide attenuation.

The ooserved signal is nultiplied by the

attenuation L1 of the waveguide from the prilnal:y hom to the mixer
(section 5.6).
(d)

At::rros]::herlc attenuation.

This was diSalSsed in sections 5.4 and

5.5.
(e)

Mixer non-linearity.

In the case of solar transits the non-

linearity of the mixer for input signals equivalent to temperatures
above 600 K IlUJSt be allcwed for.

The apparent broadening of the observed

half-pcwer beanwidth S due to the real reduction in peak height of a
o
transit is used to correct the observed peak terrperature.
This gives
a correction factor of approx:l.m3.tely 1,15 for a typical observed solar
temperature of 2000 K.

5 .8

Solar and Lunar Cbservations Prior to the Front End
Reocnstruction
A nuti:ler of solar transits were recorded during the early use

of the telesocpe.

The best of these was used for the antenna beam

pattern program (section 6.5).

'Ihe IlOst accurate vallE of the observed

solar temperature was that rreasured by M.ltch (1975) page 81, and
corrected by Baars (1976) to 2610 K.

The

half~r

bearrwidth SA of
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0,450 and solar radius of 0,268

0

gave a correction factor K of 1,57.

'Ihe neasured solar tenperature qooted above allowed for waveguide losses

and mi.l!er non-1inearlty •

The sky attenuation during the observation

was not neasured, but on the basis of later neasurenents was taken as

+

+

0,8 - 0,3 dB.

'Ihe resulting oorrected solar t.e!lperature was 4850 - 300 K,

and dividing this figure by an assurred solar talp!rature of 10250 -+ 900 K
(section 5.2), the aperture efficiency was 0,47 :!: 0,04.
Lunar transits through the primary beam were reooJ:ded on three
days, but only en the last of these, on the 22nd April 1975, were sufficient reliable cbservations made to obtain a calibrated transit through
the beam centre.

'!his transit sJ1a.Ied a peak antenna tenperature of

45 +
- 5 K, scaled fran the calibrator.
to this were : K

= 1,53;

'Ihe correction factors applied

waveguide attenuation Ll

assl.Uled at:llospheric attenuation = 0,8 :!: 0, 3 dB.
lunar tenperature of 91 +
- 10 K.

= 0,4

+
- 0, 1 dB;

These gave a predicted

'Ihe lunar phase was eleven days after

new noon, giving an eJ!pected lunar tenperature of 214 -+ 10 K (section

5.3) •

'Ihe oorresponding aperture efficiency was 0,42 +
- 0,05.

This value is less than that obtained fram the solar neasurenent Oiling to the beam overlap effect:

the 0,6

0

beam separation resulted

in the coincidence of the first sidelabe of the reference beam and the

priJraJ:y beam mainlobe.

During a source transit the antiphase signal

fram the reference beam caused a reduction in the peak intensity.

'!he

solar neasurenent used only the priJraJ:y beam and consequently ::his effect
did not

00=,

whereas for the lunar transit beam switching was used.

'!he size of the loss is twice that predicted by the cx:mputed beam pattern
(section 6.6), but the program rrade no allOtNance for sidelabe asyrmetry
in the offset beam, and the errors in the calculated efficiencies were of

the sane magnitlX3e as the loss.
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5 .9

later Solar Cilservations
FollCMing the front end moonstruction and paraboloid reffguring

an extended series of ooservations was made of the sun and rcoan in order
to rerreasure the aperture efficiency.

All solar c:bservations wem made
0

during June 1976, when the rnaxim.lm elevation mad1ed by the sun was 33

•

Reliable observations oould not be made belcM 200 elevation CMing to
tmes in the imrediate vicinity of the telesc:q:e.

Measurerrents wem

only made under clear sky or light cloud oonditions as visual positiOning

of the antenna on source was used, with the aid of a small optical te1escope.

A pcMer splitter was used in the Lf. line so that the signal

oould be noni tored at the telesccpe on a paYer neter.

FollCMing each

set of cbservations the sky terrperature was neasured over a range of
elevations, in order to find the atrrospheric attenuation.
A typical solar transit is shcMn in figure 5.3, a twenty seoond
noise tube firing being shcMn for oorrparlson.

The asyrrrretry to the left
0

of the peak is due to the sun entering the mference beam, which was 2
west of the primary beam.

'!he passage of the sun through the seoond

sidelobes is seen by the pmsence of the two 20 K 'bunps' on either side
of the main peak.

'!he first sjdelobe has been sneared into the mainlobe

by the large angular size of the sun.

A rrom sensitive chart scale was

used for ac=ate neasurenent of side lobe levels.
The observations am sunmarised in table 5.2.

The oorrection

factor K for all the neasurenents was 1,54, while the neasured waveguide
attenuation of 1,175 and non-linearity oonstant of 1,15 wem used.

'!he

linear atrrospheric attenuation for each ooservaticn is given in the table.
'!he oorrected solar t:errperature averaged fram the msults is

5960

± 180

K.

Asslmling a solar t:errperature of 10250

aperture efficiency is 0,58 +
- 0,04.

± 900

K, the
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attenuation Lat

Corrected antenna
t.enperature TS (K)

1990
2090
2240
2100
2100

1,44
1,32
1,36
1,42
1,29

5980
5730
6340
6210
5640

24
28
30
32
32

1880
2000
2030
2100
2170

1,55
1,44
1,40
1,37
1,29

6060
5990
5910
5990
5820

24
27
28
27

2070
2080
2090
2140

1,40
1,36
1,34
1,36

6020

Date

Elevation

(1976)

(0)

9/6
10/6
11/6

33
33
33
29
32

"
12/6
14/6

"

"
"
17/6
24/6

"
"
"

Table 5. 2

Cbserved solar
antenna tenp. TS (K)

Later Solar Cl:lservations

Atnospheric

5~00

5840
6060

....CD

Cbserved lunar

Correction factors

Date

Elevation

(1976)

(0)

10/6

57,5
57,5
45,0
58,5
37,3
32,5

61,2
60,2
57,2
60,0
53,7
52,5

1,59

41,0
35,0
41,0
38,0
39,5
40,0

53,0
50,0
53,3
52,1
51,5
52,0

1,47

36,5
37,3
44,7
46,0
53,0
53,2
57,3
58,0
62,4
62,6
71,1

"
17/6

"

18/6

"
21/6

"

22/6

"

23/6

"
24/6

"

1/7

"

2/7

"
3/7

"

4/7

"

6/7
Table 5.3

antenna tenp. TM (K)

K

"

1,49

"

1,49

"

Lat

1,23

"

1,21
1,18
1,26
1,35

1,47

1,31
1,36
1,25
1,28
1,23

"

"

49,0
50,0
47,6
47,7
52,0
53,2

1,47

1,21
1,20
1,31
1,30
1,16

52,1
52,6
51,6
51,5
54,0

1,56

1,16

"

"

Later Lunar Observations

"

1,46

"

"

1,54

"
"

1,55

1,57

"

'1,57

"
1,21

"

1,20

Corrected antenna

Predicted lunar

Aperture

temperature Tm(K)

tenperature (K)

efficiency

141
138
121
124
119
124

220

"

223

"

221

"

120
118
114
113
109
110

212

104
104
113
112
110
112

203

111
112
115
114
120

199

"

209

"

206

"
"

196

"

197

"
"

201

"

208

0,64
0,63
0,54
0,56
0,54
0,56
0,57
0,57
0,55
0,54
0,53
0,54
0,51
0,51
0,58
0,57
0,56
0,57
0,56
0,56
0,57
0,57
0,58

Q)

IV
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5.10

Later Lunar Cbservations
Cbservations were carried out during June and July 1976 at a
0

range of elevatiCllS bebNeen 320 and 71

•

'nle antenna half power beam-

width SA was calallated fran a nUl'li:ler of transits, \lSing equation 5.13,
the mean val1.E being 0,45P, with a randan e=r of 0,002

0

•

error depends en the validity of ass1.1lptions in the theory.

'l11e systematic
'nle rrean

figure was used for the calculation of the correction factor K for solar
and lunar transits.

As for solar OOservatiCllS the noise tube was fired

before and after every transit, at least three being 00served en each day.
A typical lunar transit is sham in figure 5.4, again in CDlparison with
the 80 K signal fran the noise tube.

(sectien 4.4) is
5.3;

ntJIi

j\lSt visible;

'!be noise level of the receiver
The results are sUlllllarlsed in table

the dlserved lunar t:enperature is divided by the predicted terrperature

after the apprcpriate corrections have been applied to the fo:mer.
'nle rrean val1.E of the aperture efficiency, 0,56

:!: 0,04, is in

good agreerrent with that calculated fran solar OOservatiCllS (section 5.9) .
As the lunar rreasurarents cover rrost of a lunar day, errors in

the estilration of the lunar terrperature range and phase lag cancel
approxilnately in ootaining the rrean aperture efficiency, but increase the
error range.

'nle accuracy of the rrean lunar terrperature affects all the

calculations equally and remains a soorce of e=r in the efficiency.

As

the range of values for the efficiency is much larger than for the solar

ooservations, the lunar t:enperature range has prOOably been underestilrated
and/or the phase lag overestilrated.

5. 11

'nle 1Intenna Efficiency
'nle dlservations during the first use of the telescope gave

single and dual beam efficiencies of 0,47 :!: 0,04 and 0,42 :!: 0,05 respec-
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tively, the dual beam efficiency being reduced by the beam overlap •
Folladng the refiguring of the paraboloid surfaoe and the front end
reronstruction the beam overlap

is negligible and the rreasured dual

beam aperture efficiency has been raised to 0,58

rreasurerrents, and 0,56
of cap

= 0,57

+
- 0,04.

:!:

:!:

0,04, fran solar

0.04,fran lunar observations, or a rrean value

'lhe increase in aperture efficiency of 21% may be

a::npared to the figure of 12% calculated from the paraboloid rreasurerrents

(section 6.7) •

'lhe discrepancy is probably due to better focusing of

the antenna, and errors in the efficiency rreasurerrents.

The present beam efficiency is (Kraus, 1966, page 213)
c

where Ap

m

= Ap

= physical

c

n /

ap m

(k

0

A2)

5.15

2
aperture area (2,9Om )

nm = . beam solid angle

= 1,133

x 8 2 (0,233 deg2)
A

or 11/4 x beanwidth to first null (0,246 deg2)
ko

= ohmic

loss factor (assured to be unity)

A = wavelength (13,3 rmn)

Substituting in these values c
m

= 0,62 :!:

0,05.

The antenna beam pattern and factors affecting the antenna

efficiency are discussed further in secticn 6.7.
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QiAPTER

6.1

SIX

Introduction
As part of the investigaticn into the 1= aperture efficiency

rreasured during the initial dJservations (secticn 5.8), a CCIIPuter program
was written to dJtain the antenna sideldJe levels.

Ideally a streng

point source was needed in the far-field of the antenna to map the beam
patteJ:ni

as the telesoope was surrounded by buildings an earth-bound

transmitter oould not be placed in the far-field and so celestial souroos
were used.

At this frequency the sun and noon an: the only strong souroos,

but an: not pointlike, having angular sizes catparable to the antenna
beanwidth.

Hcwever i f an extended source passes through the telesoope

beam, the receiver output is the ccnvoluticn of the source brightness

distribution with the antenna beam patte= (Kraus, 1966, page 68).

'!he

beam patte= can be cbtained fICIII direct deccnvolution by differentiation
of the slq:>e of the transit curve (Baars, 1973), or by a CCIIPuted simulation
of the passage of the source throu;h ncdels of the beam patte=, CX'Il'paring
the output, representing the ccnvolution envelope, with that of the actual

transit.

'!he latter rrethod was chosen.

A general description of the program o::NI.QLVE, writt-en for this
pmpose, is given in the seccnd section, fo1J.a..led by a discussion on
ccnvoluticn theol:y and its

~lication

here.

'!he program's souroo

guidance routine which was used to sinulate the path of the source through
the antenna beam is detailed.

'!he oontinuum receiver output from solar

and lunar transits was scaled to provide the data against which the program
output was o::npared (section 6.5),

and the beam patte= which on oonvoluticn
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gave the best fit to the ooserved data is illustrated and described in the
penult:!lnate section.

Finally the predicted theoretical antenna pattern

is o:;npared with that ootained fran the program, and the causes of loss of
aperture efficiency are analyzed.

6.2

General Descriptien of Program rolVOLVE
'!he program CXNVOLVE simulated a transit of a unifonn disc

source through a m::Xlel of the antenna beam, the position of whidl was
assUll"ed to be fixed, while the source could be at any declination and
rould pass within

~

desired distance of the beam centre.

'!he program

output represented a sanpling of the integrator voltage, or convolution
integral, at fixed tiIre int:exvals; which was then ronpared

gr~cally

with a CXiliposite solar-lunar transit (section 6.5), and the rrcdel
adjusted accordingly.

For sillplicity the beam nodel was taken to .be a

function of angle fran the beam centre only (section 6 . 3) .

A program

listing is given in awendix Ga.
'!he source size, angle of closest awroadl to the beam centre,

the nUl!ber and weighting of segrrents defining the beam pattern, and the
sanpling tirre interval were entered en cards.

'!he source was initially

at an hour angle of -12 hours with respect to the beam, and was IlDved in
steps corresponding to the tirre interval taoiards it.
angle was calculated at eadl step;
the hour angle was increrrented.

'!he source to beam

if the source was not in the beam
Once in the beam, i f partly over

t~

beam centre sare segrrents would be o:;npletely on source, and their
'volurre', or rontribution to the convolutien integral, was calculated.
'!he inner and outer sUllltlatien limits for partly on-source segrrents was

found, and their on-source 'volurre' calculated, the total on-source
'volurre' giving a

point on the ronvolution envelc:pe, after whidl the

hour angle was increrrented and the process repeated.

Owing to the
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assumed synnetry all the information was oontained in the first half of
the transit, the program stepping when the source was at the beam's hour
angle.

Ccnvoluticn 'lbeo:ry and its Application to the Pro:p:am

6.3

'lhe response of a radio telesCXlpe to a source in its beam is a

ccnvolution of the source brlghtness distribution and the antenna beam
pattem (Bracewell and Rd:lerts, 1954;

Burr, 1955).

I f the antenna

pattern is f(x,y) and the source distribution 1s h (x,y), the receiver
output g(x' ,y') 1s given by the ccrtvolutian integral:

OOJOO h (x,y)f(x'-x,y'-y) dx ely

........

. g(x' ,y') =

J

6.1

For sinplicity circular synnetry was assumed for f, g and h
to enable polar ooordinates to be used, with
so

g(r')

=

ro

J 2Tr h(r)f(r,2

+

i

i - 2rr'

= x2

+ y2

oos e)'r dr de

6.2
6.3

0

'lhe source was assumed to be a unifOl:m disc of radius ro so

h(r)

=k

r~r

=0

r > r

o

6.4

o

'lhe real antenna pattern is not given by a siIrple analytic function

because of effects sum as aperture blockage and surface e=rs, so a
nunerlcal

!!Odel was used where
f(r)

and D.r

= Zn

= segnent

n D. r < r';; (n+l) D. r

6.5

width

'lhe convolution was carried out in practice by finding the

areas of the segnents defining the beam pattern which are an-source at
a given m:rrent, and these areas,llU.ll.tiplied by the relative poNer of the
segnents, give one point an the ccnvolution envelope.

The contribution
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COORDINATES

FOR

PARTLY

ON-SOURCE

SEGMENT

or 'volU!!e' of the (K+l) th fully on-source segrrent of width DELR(i1r)
and relative power Z (K+1) is
VDASH

= 27f x

(DELR)2 x (K+O,5) x Z(K+1)

6.6

'!he gearetry for the oontribution fran a partly on-source segrrent is
shawn in figure 6.1.

The on-source segrrent length is taken as the

arc-length Rll< between the points of interception of the source edge
with the segrrent centreline.

The source, of radius 00, is at a

distance RD fran the beam centre, ' while the centreline of the (K+1) th
segrrent is at a distance G

= (K+O,5) x DELR.

I f H is the half angle

subtended by the intercepted arc RLK, then by the rosine rule
ros(H)

=

2
2
2
(RD + G - 00 )/(2 x G x RD)

6.7

'!he full subtended angle is THETAK, giving the arclength

RLK

=GX
VI<

THETAK, and the segrrent 'volU!!e' on-source is

= RLK

x DELR x Z (K+1)

6. 8

'!he final 'volU!!e' at this point on the oonvolution envelope is

v (MM)

= 1:

VI< + 1: VDASH

6.9
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'!he true power distribution in the beam pattern cannot be

conpletely restored as high spatial frequencies are lost in the
oonvolution process cw.ing to the large source size.

Ha>lever i f the

real pattern is asSU!led to have a siIni.lar principal spatial frequency
to that of the theoretical pattern, 1.e. i f no extra sidelci:les are
introduced, the aj:proximate side lobe level can be deduced.

6.4

'!he Program Source Guidance Routine
In order to obtain the oonvolution envelope, the source must

be guided along a path through the beam nodel siImllating that of the
actual transit, as shcMn in figure 6.2.

I f the celestial sphere is

assurred to have unit radius, angles defining the object positions are
nurrericallyequal to the rorresponding arc-lengths on the surface of
the sphere.

'!he source travels in a circle at declination DEC;

the

beam centre is a further distance mrrN fran this, which may be Ilf>gative,
zero, or positive.

'!he difference in hour angle, Q, changes with tine,

and the angle between the source and beam centres is given by the great
circle arc RD:
RD

= arc

ros (cos mrrN-cos DEC x ros (DEC + mrrN) (l-cos Q) )

6.10

'Ihls was derived fran first principles, but is identical to the expression
ootained using the cosine rule of spherical trigonatetry, which, rewritten,
beOOIleS (Beste et al., 1974, aj:pendix Sa)
RD=arc ros (sin DEC sin (DEC+mrrN) +cos DEC cos (DEC+mrrN) cos Q)

6. S

6.11

Solar and Lunar Transit Scaling for the Program
A cari::l1ned solar and lunar transit was used to provide the

real ronvolution envelope with which the program output was ronpared
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'!he sun gives the best signal to noise ratio, but when in the beam
mainlobe the antenna terrperature is over 600 K, and the mixer output
beCXlllES non-linear (section 5. 7) .

To oonpensate for this a lunar

transit taken under the sane operating oonditions was multiplied by the
ratio of the solar and lunar temperatures (sections 5.2 and 5.3) and
used to provide the data for the centre of the transit.

AllCMance was

made for the slightly different solar and lunar sizes during the two

d:>servations, and for their differing angular velocities .
'l11e output from the oontinuum receiver integrator on a 1s decay

constant was used, replotted in decibels belCM the centre of transit
level.

'!he basic solar transit is sh= in this fashion as the

continuous curve in figure 6.3, while the scaled up lunar transit is
depicted by the long dashes, which rrerged with the solar transit near
the 300 s elapsed tine nm:k.

'!he reduced output tCMards the centre of

the solar transit due to mixer non-linearity is evident.
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The Beam Pattem M:ldels

6.6

The beam pattern used to provide the approximate sidelobe

=tours fran which the nodel pattern was developed,was that for an
ideal, uniformly illuninated, circular aperture (Silver, 1965, page
193), illustrated in figure 6.4, where the mainlabe and first two
siaelabes are shown in cross-section.
a beam separation of 0,6

0

At this tine the telescq:Je had

in the elevation plane.

To allCM for the

loss of signal caused by the beam overlap, for each programred transit
through the prilnaIy beam a transit was

=

with the source passing 0,6

fran the beam centre and the two sets of data were subtracted.

0

The

reduction in peak signal was strongly dependent on the first siaelobe
level, and was 5% in the best-fitrrodel pattern discussed belCM.
'lWenty three rrodels were evaluated, and that giving the best

fit to the oonposi te transit is shaom as the stepped function in
figure 6.4 .

The:real pattern would be a SllDOth curve through the steps .

The rnainlobe level of the nodel pattern was no:rna1ised by assuming the

47% aperture

efficiency calculated in section 5.8, the unifo:rm illumination

pattern being 100% efficient.

CMing to the transit scaling assurrptions

the absolute a=acy is approximately! 1 dB.

'lhe reasons for the

differences between the two illustrated antenna patterns are discussed
in the follCMing section.
The fit given to the ccnp:lSite transit is shaom in figure 6 . 3 .
The greatest error is 0,5 dB and the r.m.s. error is approximately 0,2 dB .
Particularly noticeable in the transit is the 'srrearing' of the first
sidelobe with the rnainlabe, the first null position being nearly
indistinguishable.

By CDntrast the passage of the sun through the

outer sidelobes leaves them relatively well defined .
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Factors Affecting the Beam Pattern

6 •7

'l1le gain and sidelOOe levels for the cx:uputed beam pattern,

and that predicted for the telesoope, can

nt:M

be cx:upared.

The angular

extent and levels of the antenna beam sidelobes are primarily determined
by the ratio of the wavelength A to the aperture dianet:er d, and the

power distribution of the antenna feed pattern.
The aperture distribution of the feed pattern was chosen by
Nurm (1974) page 36,

to maximise gain at the expense of high sidelOOe

'l1le subreflector edge illum:lnation is 5,5 dB belew the central

levels.

value, while the space attenuation at the paraboloid edge is -3,0 dB,
giving a final paraboloid edge illum:lnation 8,5 dB below the central
The shape of the aperture distribution is closely approximated

value.

by (Hansen, 1964, pages 64-7)

P(r)
where r

=

=

2
0,5 + 0,5 (1 - r )

6.12

fracticnal distance frcrn aperture centre.

Assuming the antenna to be ideal, its beam pattern may be derived frcrn
this as the Fourier transfonn of the pattern is proportional to the

cmplex autocorrelation function of the aperture distribution.
The characteristics of the OC1!pUted best-fit beam!lOdel are
carpa.red in table 6.1 with the beam pattern of an ideal antenna with
the aperture illumination gi'\len by equation 6.12, and with that of an

ideal antenna with unifonn illumination.

'l1le lew gain of the antenna

is evident, the gain being proportional to the aperture efficiency.
The beam is broader than expected and the first sidelobe stronger;

however the rrodel bearrwidth is probably larger than the real value
CMing tc the scaling and non-linearity prd:l1ems.

Using the oorrections

0

detailed in section 5.7, a value of 0,453 was obtained for 6 frcrn
A
lunar d:>servaticns, in good agreerrent with the predicted figure of 0,46

0
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CCIlputed
best-fit

M:x1el:

ideal antenna
2
0,5+0,5(1-r )illum.

ideal antenna
unifonn illum.

relative gain

0,47

0,92

1,0

eA

0,54

0,46

0,415

0,58

0,54

0,497

(0)

first null (0)
first siclelcbe (dB)

-13,5

seoond side10be (dB)

-22,5

third siclelobe (dB)

-31,0

Table 6.1

-22,0

-17,6
-23,7

Antenna Beam Characteristics

although the oorrection assurres a Gaussian main1cbe.
Several factors OClIlbine to reduce the gain and increase the
sicle10be level.

'Ihese are discussed bel= and include the Cassegrain

gearetJ:y, aperture blocking by the subreflector and its sUH?Orts, randan
surface errors, and defocusing.
(a)

Antenna oonfiguration

The maximJm possible efficiency of a

Cassegrain antenna errploying oonventional paraboloid and hyperlxllcid
surfaces has been estimated as 78% of that of an ideal antenna, although
up to 98% is possible i f specially shaped surfaces are used (Williams ,

1965) .
(h)

Aperture blocKage

The subreflector causes a central, circular

'hole' in the aperture illumination pattern, which can be treated
relatively easily GTing to its circular symretJ:y.

Hannan (1961) gives

the ratio of the 'hole' pattern peak to the original pattern peak as
6 . 13

where

~=blocked

aperture diameter (0,21 m)

d = full aperture diameter
m

(1,86 m)
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lhis gives a gain reduction of 6%, and an increase in first sidelabe
level of 2,5 dB.

Hansen (1964) page 73 qootes a oorresponding gain

loss of 5% and a first sidelcbe increase of 3 dB.
The quadrupod subreflector support causes an a.syI!IlEtric

increase in sidelcbe level as it 00es not possess circular syrmetry.
'llle power loss dua to its aperture blocking is equal to the fractional

area blocked, whidl aIIOunts to 3,5% in this case.

lbNever there is

an extra loss dua to the wave diffracted fran the upper strut of eadl
pair being blocXed by the 1=er strut (Rlsch, 1974), which probably adds
about 50% to the effective blocking area, giving a total loss of approximately 5%.
(c)

Peflector surface e=rs

'llle efficiency is reduced by randan

e=rs on the reflector surfaces, the magnitude of which were
discussed in chapter two.

Alladng for the aperture illumination

taper, which reduces the effect of irregularities taqards the dish
2
edge, the nean r.m.s. surface error < e: > was approximately 0,2 rnn

during initial use, and 0,07 rnn after reshimning the paraboloid.
correlation length

e

The

of the irregularities is of the order of 20 an.

Folladng the nethod of Baars (1973), these e=rs cause an r.m.s.
phase fluctuation 0

in the reflected wave, over the aperture, of
6 . 14

= 0,42

initially and 0,25 after reshimning.

'!he resulting error beam pattern has a Gaussian shape with a half pc:Mer
width 8

e

= 0,43" Ie = 20

6 . 15

If e:ape is the aperture efficiency when there are no surface e=rs,

the actual aperture efficiency is e:ap' where

98

Eap

2

= Eapo

eJq? (- <5

= 0,84

Eapo initially

= 0,94

Eapo after reshimning

6.16

)

Consequently an inprovenent in aperture efficiency of 12% was predicted
fran surface rreasurerrents folladng the refiguring of the paraboloid.
In practice there was a greater inprovenent, due to better fOCUSing of

the antenna during its later use.

'lbe peak level of the error beam

carpared to the m:Un beam is giveIl by
fe (0) Ifd (0)

= 4c2 (eJq? (<5 2 )-1) I (E ape

2
d )

.

=-

18 dB initially

=-

23 dB after reshimning.

6.17

Catparison of these results with the conputed best-fit beam
rrodel indicates that the peak value of the error beam has been calculated
fairly accurately, as the pa.>er level at the first null of the Irodel is
approximately -16 dB.

However the error beam appears to be IlUlch

narraver than eJq?ected, as subsequent nulls are still clearly visible.
'Ihis may indicate that the correlation length is greater than eJq?ected,
or that the nulls between sidelobes have been overestimated (figure 6.4).
A further error beam is generated by the subreflector surface
irregularities, but these are relatively srrall (0,03 nrn r.m.s.) exnpared

to those of the paraboloid.

'!he m:Un hyperlloloid surface error is non-

randan (figure 2.12) and althou:rh this will affect the gain and sidelobe
levels i t cannot be treated by the random error rrethod.
Gravitational deformation of the antenna causes semi-regular
elevation-dependent paraboloid surface errors (section 2.10), which might
be detected by mapping the beam pattern over a range of elevations.
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(d)

Defocusing

Axial and radial defocusing and astigmatism all lower

the efficiency.

Cassegrain antennas axe relatively insensitive

to radial defocusing, but axial defocusing can cause an appreciable loss
of gain (Baars, 1973).

The subreflector is currently estimated to be

within 2 mn of its =rrect axial location.

Acoording to Baars, an e=r

of this magnitude would cause a 2% gain loss, and an increase in the first
sidelOOe level of about 1 dB.

In =ntrast, the rrethod of Rusch and

Potter (1970), page 90, gives a gain reduction of up to 8%.

A naninal

value of 5% has been assurred.
Astigmatism cannot be eliminated through fOCUSing (Cogdell and
Davis, 1973), being due to a 'squeezing' of the reflector at opposite
edges.

'lhis =uld occur when the paraboloid is pointing <May fran the

zenith, caused by gravitational sag.

It is nest easily evaluated by

neasurerrent of beam broadening, half-parler beam widths being neasured
along two perpendicular

aJ!eS.

The reductions in gain, or efficiency, caused by the factors

described above axe sl.llt1l\arlsed in table 6.2.

The efficiency loss factors

axe IlU.lltiplicative, and the aperture efficiency after allCMing for each
factor is given.

The rreasured initial aperture efficiency was 0,47

± 0,05

catpared to the predicted value of 0,51, and that after refiguring was

0,57

± 0,04,

with 0,58 predicted.

The sarre defocusing loss has been

assurred, although it was reduced after the refiguring of the paraboloid.
The close agreenent between the predicted and calculated gains is probably
fortui tous in view of the uncertainties involved.
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Antenna factor

Efficiency loss (%)

Aperture efficiency

ideal antenna

0

1,00

22

0,78

aperture illtrnination

8

0,72

subref1ector b10dtage

5

0,68

support b10dtage

5

0,65

16

0,54

defocusing, initial

5

0,51

surface e=r, later

6

0,61

defocusing, later

5

0,58

cawentional cassegrain

surface e=r, initial

Table 6.2

Loss of Efficiency in the Antenna
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

A Sl.M!I\RY OF THE TELESCOPE DEVELOPMENT

The aperture efficiency of the telescope has been raised fran

0,47 to 0,57, primarily through re-shiIrming the paraboloid.

Contour

maps of the paraboloid surface indicated that the r.m.s. error has been

reduced to less than A/32, while the subreflector surface is of similar
ac=acy.

Gravitational and thennal deformations of the antenna have

been analysed and found to be similar in magnitude to the randan surface

errors.
'lhe front end design and its inproverrent have been discussed,
and the mil!er perfonrance rreasured.

The cperation of both the receiver

bad< ends has been described and the predicted sensitivity o:npared to
that obtained.

The results of solar and lunar ooservations and atJros-

:fheric attenuation rreasurerrents are in agreerrent with those of other
authors.

'lhey have been used to find the efficiency of the system and

the antenna beam pattern, for which a CXI!puter program was develcped.
The causes of inefficiency in the antenna have been analysed and the

predicted efficiency cc:npared to that deduced fran observations.
In its present fODll the telescope is :iImediately useful for

nonitoring the sun for flares, and for a reliable deteDllination of the
variatirn and phase lag of the lunar t.enperature.

Ac=ate rreasure-

rrents of the sky t.enperature and atJros:fheric attenuation could be
carried out simultaneously.

When source-tracking is available further

=tinuun and spectral line observations beccma possible.
'lhe usefulness of the telescope would be greatly enhanced by
a nove to a less obstructed site where viewing is possible to the

102
horizcn .

An earth-bound far-field transmitter oould then be used for

gain and sidelobe neasurenents.

'n1e sidelcbe levels would be signifi-

canUy irrproved by the use of higher gain, narrcwer-beam horns to increase the aperture illumination taper.

'lhe cnly frcnt end IlOdification

neoessaJ:Y would be the shortening of the waveguide to the horns, to keep
their apertures in the antenna focal plane.

'!Wo IlDre eJ!PeI1Sive alterna-

tives are possible for inproverrent of the telesccpe viability, nanely the
replaoenent of the antenna with one of a larger dianeter, or the use of
a maser anplifier in the front end.

'lhose available at this frequency

typically have an effective tenperature of 100 K and 25 MHz bandwidth
(Hills et al. , 1973).

'lhis would increase the spectral line reoeiver

sensitivity by a factor of ten, and triple that of the ccntinuun reoeiver.
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2a

'nlemal effects in the Paraboloid Survey

-------,

I

-

I

)

template

___t7>~.;v
{- b

I
I

...... --:)

....J-"""';a,----;I~-- ....

J. _ _ _---::::-:::_
cL _ _ _ _ - - -

__ - -dish

---------

Exaggerated Paraboloid and tenplate themal expansion.

Vertical expansion of the dish at its oentre causes an increase c in the depth d for a teIrperature rise t giveIl by

c

= "'Al

d t
-1

= 0,0075

nrn K

•

At its rim the dish expands horizontally a distance a where

a = "'Al r t

= 0,025

-1

nrn K

and the tenplate expands laterally a distance b where

= 0,012

-1

mn K

'nle relative horizontal expansion e = a - b.
As the dish surface is at a 30

0

angle to the horizcntal near its rim,

this causes an apparent increase in depth h at the rreasuring radius of

III

h

=e

tan 30

= 0,0075

0

-1

mn K

'!he vertical expansion v of the tenplate is given by

v

= "Fe
=

dt
-1

0,0035 mn K

The :relative mange in height at the dish centre is
at the dish edge it is v + h.
actual mange in the :reading;

0,

and

'!he difference between these gives the

as

0

is mmerically equal to h, to a first

approxiIration the mange in :reading is given by the vertical tenplate
-1

expansion alone, or 0,0035 mn K •
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2b

Antenna structure aefoDllil.tion

'1he rontraction e when a force F is applied lcngitudinally

to one end of a beam of length L, Young's rrodulus E, and cross sectional area A is giveIl by

e

= Fl/EA.

'1he dish support frarrewOlx is made of squru:e section steel

tube, 25,4 rnn outside dil!ension and 1 , 6 rnn thickness, giving a cross2
sectional area of steel of 160 rnn •

Beam lengths in the large octagon

and its supports fran the SIrali octagon are approximately 0,8 m•
.

lL-2

Young's modulus for steel is 2 x 10 -Nm

(Bolz and Tuve, 1973, page

-7 m.

118) •

For a 10 N foroe the beam CCIlpression would be 2,5 x 10

'!he aeflectioo d of a structural beam is giveIl by equation
2.6, where the narent of inertia I for squru:e sectioo tube is giveIl by

Duncan, ( 1949), page 151 as

where B = external dilrension.

b

= internal

dilrension of cross section.

For the beans used I

= 1,22

8

4

x 10- m

For a 10 N force the beam deflection would be 2,1 x 10

- 4 m;

consequently the bending to OOIlpression ratio is approximately 10

a giveIl foroe .

3

for
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2c

Antenna structure defonnation by subreflector sllFPOrts.

,
I'

r

~'/ 25°
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"
"""
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.........

//

/.~/

,\

supports

m

--67

,\.... ~/

~--_""'

---~-:;...

h

---..!arge

'\

octagon

F

Figure 1

Side View

Figure 2 ·

Tcp View

Exaggerated octagon support deflection by force F.
'!he weight of the subreflector structure acts nearly nonnally

to the octagon supports.

We wish to find hCM the octagcn is likely to

defonn under these forces.

Initially asSI.lIle that the octagon arrrs are

free to contract or expand longitudinally, and let the octagon support ,
which is at 25

0

to the octagcn plane, be deflected a distance d by the

force F (figure 1).

'!he deflection has horizcntal and vertical =rpo-

nents h and v respectively, where
h

=d

sin 25

0

v

=d

cos 25

0

'!he OOIlpOne!1t of the octagon ann, of nonnal length I, in the

octagon plane is nCM m, (figure 2) , where
2

m

= 12

2

0

+ h - 2lh cos 67, 5 •

Hence the actual ann length 1 ~ can be found fran its horizontal and
vertical carpcnents m and v:
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Octacpn defonnatioo by force F

Figure 3

l'
or
for d < < 1

=

1
2
2 '2
(m + v )

l' = (1
l'

=1

2

- 0,32 ld + d

1

2

)'2

- 0,16d.

Similarly, if the support is deflected clcMnwarcls, 1" = 1 + 0,16d.
'!hese equations give the linear distance between the deflected
jOint and neighbouring undeflected ones.

'lWo corrections may be applied

adng to the joint rigidity, and support and octagon ann cw:vature after
deflection, but these are negligible for d < < 1.
'!he net result is that the deflection of the octagon jOint

should cause a mange in length of the two octacpn
whim is proportional to the deflection.

anTS

to the joint

'!he force F does in fact

cause a total deflection d, but in order to keep the octagon ann lengths
constant

(~dix

2b) this is spread over three joints.

'!he deflection

is now made up of d/2 at the joint to whidl the force is applied, and

-d/4 at both the neighbouring joints (figure 3).

'!he octagon

anTS

to

the joint being oonsidered now have a length of 1 - O,OBd + 0,04d, or
1 - 0,04d, while the
1 + 0,04d.

anTS

to the neighbouring joints have a length

'!he neighbouring joints are consequently bent sideways

EMay fran the centre joint by 0,0 4d, to restore both anrs to the original

length 1.

Part of the force F is required to Cb this, but as it is less

than Fila it is neglected.
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3a

Specifications of MicrtMave Catp?nents

K-band mixer:
Aerojet General, El
M:xiel No. 1000 K

~nte,

California.

Serial No. 4020

Operating range : 20 - 24 GHz
Input VSWR < 1,5 at 22,235 GHz
1.0. r.f. isolation> 18 dB
Lf. gain > 35 dB

noise figure: 4,4 dB (22 GHz.); 4,3 dB (23 GHz)

Micr=ave switch:
Elect:ramgnetic Sciences Inc., Atlanta, Georgia.
M::ldel No. 560 - A1

Serial No. 10

Operating range : 21,6 - 22,8 GHz
Insertion loss .;; 0,3 dB
Isolation;;'

20 dB

VSWR';; 1,25
Maximum switch rate

10 kHz

SWitchable circulator:
Sonana Engineering and lleseardl Inc., Santa Rosa, California.

fuclel No. S4712

Serial No. 1

Operating range

21,2 - 23,2 GHz

Insertion loss < 0,4 dB
Isolation > 20 dB
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Argon Gas Discharge TUbe:
Mid-Q:ntwy MicrON'avegear Ltd., Croydon, England.
TUbe : BS 386 (English Electric Valve)

Serial No. 24322

PON'er Supply : EE/7A
ENR : 16,4 dB

VSWR : < 1,25

Gurm diodes:

Varian Inc., Palo Alto, California.
Type VSK-9014 L

Serial No. 9E

PON'er output : 61 nW at 22,23 GHz
Type VSK- 9Q 14S

Serial No. 22E

PON'er output : 49 nW at 22,2 GHz (rreasured)
Mechanical tuning : 21,8 - 22,6 GHz (rreasured)
Mid-Gentwy Mi=avegear Ltd.
Type M:: 20/34B

Serial No. 1953

P=er Output : 135 nW at 22,2 GHz (rreasured)
Mechanical tuning: 18,0 - 24,4 GHz
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3b

Production of Waveguide Bends
A length of straight waveguide, rectangular secticn CCJH?er
or brass tube, is cut slightly overlong, cleaned internally and annealed.
A flange is silver-soldered to one end, whidJ. is trirnred flush with the
flange faoe.

'lhorough internal cleaning of the waveguide between all

operations proved to be essential as the presenoe of foreign matter
leads to pitting of the surfaoe.

Woods rretal, a 1= rrelting-point lead-

based allay, is rrelted in a wate:rbath and poured into the prewamed waveguide, the l=er flange being i.JrIrersed in cold water.

'lhe waveguide

should fill unifonnly with the rretal.
'lhe flange is screwed to a steel jig and hardwood fomers of

the upper and 1 = shape of the waveguide are produoed fran a drawing of
the CC11plete CCIlpOl1ent.

After bending the waveguide to their shape

the Woods rretal is rerroved with boiling water.

'lhe waveguide is replaced

in the jig and a noveable upright used to locate the se=d flange in
position, whidJ. is then silver-soldered on.

'lhe waveguide is trirnred

flush with the flange faoe, cleaned with etching acid and polished
internally and on the flange faoes.
A siroilar procedure is used for bending waveguide at the
National Institute for Te1ecarmunications FeseardJ., Joharmesburg.
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Specifications of Intemediate Frequency Catportents

1 - 2 GIz mil<er and preanplifier
RHG Electronics Laboratory, Inc., New York .
M:ldel No. MP l-2/2C

Serial No. 7-590-1

i . f. centre frequency

30 MHz

1. f . banc:tddth : 12 MHz
r.f. - Lf. power gain:

28 dB

noise figure : 6,5 dB at 1,5 GHz

Wideband i. f . anplifier
Trontech Inc., Deal , New Jersey.
M:>del No . W150 A

Serial No. 012

1 dB banc:tddth : 5-175 MHz
Gain : 61 dB

noise f i gure : 1,3 - 1,4 dB
1 dB exmpression point : + 18 dBm

Narra-iband i.f. anplifier
RHG Electronics Laboratory, Inc., New York .
M:ldel No. EST 3010
Centre

Serial No 7-093- 1

frequency : 30 MHz

3 dB banc:tddth : 10 , 5 MHz
Max. power gain : 80 dB

1 dB a::npression point : + 14 dBm
PG::. time oanstant : 15 \IS

Aa::. a::npression ratio : 60 dB / 1 ,5 dB
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Listing of Program

C

C
C
C
C
C

g
C
C
C
C
C
C

~

1
2
3

7

8
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

~LVE

TRACE 2
SHORTLIST
MASTER CONVOLVE
DIMENSION Z(900),V(900),VOLEX(900)
NP=NUMBER OF POINTS DEFINING BEAM PATTERN
KK=NEAREST LOWEST MULTIPLE OF '0 TO NP
KJ"NP-KK
Z(N)=SEAM POWER FOR R BETWEEN NAND N-' *DELR N-1,NP
KEY-1 AT START OF EACH SET OF DATA KEY-O TO TERMINATE
DELR:DISTANCE BETWEEN POINTS DEFINIHG BEAM
IN DECIMALS OF A DEGREE
DEC"DECLINATION OF OBJECT IN DEGREES
RMIN:MINIMUM DISTANCE OF APPROACH OF OBJECT
TO BEAM CENTRE IN OEGREES
NEGATIVE IF BEAM FURTHER FROM NEARER POLE THAH OBJECT
POSITIVE IF BEAM CLOSER TO NEARER POLE THAN OBJECT
RO-RADIUS OF OBJECT IN OEGREES
OELT=TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN POINTS ON
CONVOLUTION ENVELOPE"IN SECONDS
READ(S,100)KK,KJ
READ(S,101)(Z(N),N-1,KK)
IF (KJ-O) 2,2,1
ReAD(S,102)(Z(N+KK),N~1,KJ)
READ(S,99)KEY
IF(KEY-O'330,330,3
READ(S,103'DELR,OEC,RMIN , RO ,D!LT
WRITE(6,104)DEC
WRITE(6,'OS)RMIN
wRITE(6,106) RO
WRITE(6,107)OELT
WRITE(6,108)
DO 7 N=1,900
V(IO"'O
VOLEX(N):OO
NP:KK+KJ
DEC=ABS(DEC)*0 . 017453293
CRM=COS(RMIN*0.017453293)
CD"COS(DEC)
CDR~COS(DEC+RMIN*0.0174S3293)
SD"SIN(DEC>
OELQ"DELT/240 . 0*0 . 017453293
1'11'1:1
Q=3 1 141S927
CQ.~OS(Q)
RoeACOS(CRM-CD*CDR*('. - CQ»
ROaRD*57.29578
RT-RD-RO
RS-RD+RO
IF(RT-(NP*DELR»20,310,310
IF(RT-O)30,30,150
AS-ABS(RT)/DELR
l1=lNT(AB)
IF(AB-(Il+O.5»5Q,40,40
JJ-U
GO TO 60
JJ"'U-1
VDASH=3.1415927*DELR*DELR*Z(1)
K"'1
IF(K-JJ)80,80,90

120

80 VDASH-YDASH+6.2831854*DELR*DELR*(K +0.5 )*l(K+1)
K-K+1
GO TO 70
90 l'Ia2
I"JJ+1
GO TO 200
150 YDASH .. O.O
NaNP-1
155 IF(RT-(N*DELR»160.160.170
160 NaN-1
GO TO 155
170 IF(RT-(CN+O.5)*DELR»190.190.180
180 IaN+1
GO TO 1'i5
190 IaN
195 Mal
200 IF(RS-(M*DELR»220,220.210
210 1'1"/11+1
IF(I'I-NP)200,220,220
IFCR5-(CM-0.S)*DELR»230.240.240
Ja"'-2
GO TO 250
240 J"I'I-1
250 IF(I-J)270.270,260
260 VCMM)·YDASH
GO TO 295
270 Kal
VOLaO 0
275 Ga(K+6.5)*DELR
Ha(RD*RD+G*G-RO*RO)/(Z.O*G*RD)
THETAK a 2 1 0*ACOS(H)
RLKaG*THt:TAK
YK-Z(K+1)*RLK*DELR
YOLIIVOL+YK
IF(K-J)280.290,290
280 KaK+1
GO TO 275
290 Y(/IIM)"VOL+VDASH
295 YOLEX(MM)·10.0**V(MM)
MM=MM+1
310 QIIQ-DELQ
H(CoI-O)325,325.8
34!5 I X
I3
Iy a IX*3+3
WRITE(6,109)(Y(N),YOLEX(N),N a 1,I Y)
GO TO 2
330 STOP
99 FORMAT< 10)
100 FORI'IAT(210)
101 FORMAT< 1 OEO. 0)
102 FORMAT(EO.O)
103 FORI'IAT(HO.O)
104 FORI'IAT(1H1,40X,14HDECLINATION •• F15.4)
105 FORI'IAT(1HO,40X,14HMIN APPROACH ... F15 4)
106 FORI'IATC1HO,40X,15HOBJECT RADIUS II,F14. 4)
107 FORMATC1HO,40X,15HTIME INTERV AL -,F14.4)
108 FORMATC1HOl11H ,3(8X,4HLOGY,18X,1HY,9X»
10\1 FORMAT(6E20.4)
ENO

a,"""

